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Each of us joins the
Santa Clara community with
different experiences. It is these
experiences that help us choose
what to major in, what club we
want to join, who our friends are
and more. We each have unique
foundations on which we build
our college experience. However,
we added a whole new set of
foundations when we enrolled in
our first quarter at Santa Clara.
Year after year Santa Clara
University is shaped by the Jesuit
foundations on which it was built.




Santa Clara we are shaped by
these and many more traditions,
whether old or new, and these
traditions connect every past and
present Santa Clara student.
Our time at Santa Clara
adds a new set of foundations
that influence the careers we
pursue, who we choose to
become and where our true
passions lie.
FOUNDATI
A NOTE FROM YOUR STUDENT BODY
PRESIDENTAND VICE PRESIDENT
Congratulations on a successful year!
This edition of The Redwood carries within it a theme of foundations amidst the
stories of campus events, club and organizational accomplishments, student academic
engagement and social gatherings. Each of you entered Santa Clara, as the Class of 2016
did this year, as individuals seeking to add to your personal story through experiences as a
Bronco.
Throughout the course of your time at Santa Clara, you have lived out your passions
and educated your whole selves as academic researchers, members of athletic teams,
leaders of student organizations or engineers of a Solar Decathlon house. You have lived
out the Bronco spirit - a spirit defined not only by our history and traditions but by our
commitment to becoming people of competence, conscience and compassion. You have
added to a continually evolving Bronco tradition with your unique experiences, meaningful
relationships and stories.
When you leave for a future outside of Santa Clara, as the graduating Class of 2013
knows, you will take with you the fond memories of the tradition you were a part of-the
tradition you helped to create.
We hope that this copy of The Redwood will always remind you of the memories you
have made in a year that was both foundational in your life and a part of the storied Santa
Clara tradition. Look forward to the adventures ahead, and continue to leave a legacy as a
Bronco for life.


















OUR ALTHETIC TEAMS GIVE EVERY SCU STUDENT SOMETHING TO
RALLY AROUND. WHETHER IT'S SUPPORTING OUR CREW TEAM
WHO HAS TO PRACTICE BEFORE SUNRISE OR CHEERING FOR OUR




in the air to dunk and :
two points for the Broncos.
ENERGY
CAN'T STOP THEIR DRIVE
"Do you want to suffer the
pain of discipline or the pain of
regret?"
Head Coach Kerry Keating
often told this to his players
in preparation for games.
Throughout the year Keating
repeated many quotes to his
players, but this one was the
most influential to Julian Clark
'14. For Clark, the importance
of attitude and effort were a key
factor to the team's success this
year.
The Broncos came out
fighting and started the season
strong. They kept their energy
high and remained positive after
their losing record last season
according to Clark.
But more than just the
energy the team brought, the
combination of 5th year seniors
Kevin Foster and Marc
Trasolini and the three seniors
gave the team a driving force.
"Our defensive intensity
has been much, much better
collectively. We worked solely
on defense, as a team, during
the offseason," said Clark. "Our
offense comes from our defense"
After multiple seasons
together, the team was mature,
bonded, and ready to take on
8 RUSSELL \A
the intense competition of the
West Coast Conference and
tough matches like No. 1 Duke
University.
Their drive led to record
breaking success on the court.
Foster broke 2,000 career
points this season to become
Santa Clara's all-time scoring
leader. Trasollini and Evan
Roquemore '14 followed suit
with 1 ,000 career points to make
us the only Division 1 team in
the nation with more than three
players over 1 ,000 career points
on the roster at once.
But more than records,
Keating aimed to put his players
in a position to be successful on
and off the court.
"He's recruited really
well since he's been here and
he's built up a program that is
respected and that has started
to command attention," said
Clark. "He is always willing to
stick his neck out for us, he will
do anything for any person on
this team."
While we lost five players
this year, the team is ready to
take on the challenge and fill the
size 1 2 sneakers they left behind.
By Russell White
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ATHLETICS
Posting up from downtown,
Brook Gall
a biq three during a key
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
FOCUSES ON SUCCESS
In the flurry of sports that
the Broncos compete in, there
lies one that calls for more
persistence, practice, and
perfection than its counterparts.
Women's basketball,
competing in one of the NCAAs
most competitive division, took
the court everyday for hours,
running drills, practicing shots,
and getting ready to show up for
all 40 games through the season.
This season, Head Coach
Jennifer Mountain once again
rallied her players to perform at
their peak levels.
"Coach Mountain has been
a key to the team's success,"
said Raquel "Rocky" Avila
'15. "She has created this team
by recruiting players that could
work well together and fit into
the system we run. She has
put together a staff that will do
whatever it takes to make sure
we are prepared enough to get
the win."
Recruiting the right players
that bonded well with the team
reflected the stability and long-
term commitment that Coach
Mountain made to the team.
The coach brought the team
together, but the players were
the ones who performed on the
court.
And this year Lindsay
Leo, a redshirt senior, showed
up with the intent to buck down
every opponent. For much of
the season, Leo led the team in
scoring, rebounding, or both. Her
presence was felt on and off the
court, as she always provided
a strong example of experience
and leadership.
However, mid-season
Leo's torn ACL took her skills
off the court. As a result, several
players took it upon themselves
to step up to the plate. Lacking
a real "superstar" gave a certain
dynamic to the team where
any one player could make a
difference during the game.
"The older players have
provided experience to the team
by setting good examples," said
Avila. "Their ability to bounce
back from losses and focus on
the next task at hand encourages
the younger players to do the
same."
Even after abruptly ending
her senior year season with a torn
ACL halfway through the season,
Leo continued to encourage the
team.
The team is stronger than
ever with players like these,
and even though five players
graduated this year, they left
behind a focused, experienced,
and well bonded team.
By Jonathan Tadros
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"THEIR ABILITY TO...FOCUS ON THE NEXT
TASK AT HAND ENCOURAGES THE YOUNGER
PLAYERS TO DO THE SAME.
"
-RAQUELAVILA'15
Raqu i ists a
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Their cheers echoed off
the walls of the Leavey Center
to fire up our athletes and rally
the crowd behind them. But the
cheer and dance team not only
supported our athletes, it also
gave its members a boost.
Both Jaslyn Johnson
'14 and Lakreshea Watts '14
have been involved with cheer
and dance as long as they can
remember. While both women
want to go into public policy
and law respectively, they have
taken away important lessons
from being a part of the squad to
improve their college experience
and life after college.
For Johnson and Watts,
learning to step outside of
their comfort zone has greatly
impacted their lives in terms of
college experience and future
career aspirations. They both
emphasized the importance of
remaining in good spirits, which is
a crucial quality in the workforce.
"A good thing for cheer
and dance is we have the same
coach, so we have learned to
be a collaborative team, with
two teams combining together,"
said Johnson. "There's a lot of
teamwork."
As a co-captain, Johnson
learned to juggle personalities
and improve her communication
skills. While she admitted to
being outgoing, she believed that
controlling her personality while
managing others could help in
her pursuit of a career in public
policy.
"I will always be working
with others, so that will always
be a good thing, working with
different personality types," said
Johnson.
Even though it was only her
first year on the team , Watts found
that her hard work paid off. She
made an effort to stay positive,
and doing so played a crucial role
in her cheer experience. Being in
the right mindset and giving off
positive vibes contributed toward
the overall spirit of the team.
Watts also pulled from
her experience on Hypnotic,
Santa Clara's dance group that
performed at school events such
as Love Jones. Hypnotic's coach,
Travis Hernandez, contributed a
lot toward her development.
"He has pushed me to my
limit, he has pushed me further
than what I thought I could do,"
said Watts. "He is definitely
someone that I look up to as
well, and has helped me with this
journey of college."
Since the team was mainly
spirit-oriented, there was an
eagerness to add more of an
edge to their acts. Tumbling and
stunts have been removed from
routines, which both Johnson
and Watts would like to see
incorporated. Although they are
a small group, with currently
10 members, they enjoyed
performing in front of Santa




"I'VE ALWAYS THOUGHT THATAN INSPIRING
PERSON IS SOMEONE WHO HAS... THE STRENGTH
TO OVERCOME THE OBSTACLES THAT STAND IN
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THE BRONCO WATER POLO
TEAM TREADS OVER THEIR
OPPONENTS, RODEO STYLE
men
Get in. Get wet. "Flip the
switch."
The men's water polo team
lived by the mission statement,
"flip the switch." Its meaning is
more than just the flick of a finger;
it's an alteration of mentality as
they suit up and walk out onto
the pool deck.
"Flipping the switch means
that I step up my game and give
everything that I have for the
team," said Matt Pritchett '14.
It motivates me and pushes me
to do my best."
The power of the
statement ran through the entire
team. It created a universal
commandment that the players
must forget everything that
happened outside the water,
whether it be academics, family,
or social life, and focus on the
game. When they were in the
water it was game time, and
putting on the state of mind to
win was all that mattered.
However, it did not come
easily - this year the team faced
more challenges than it had in
the past.
As one of the youngest
teams in years, the broncos
faced the challenge of teaching
the younger guys how collegiate
water polo requires a greater
aspiration and dedication to the
sport.
Head Coach Keith Wilbur
was responsible for creating a
stable base within the structure
of the team. In his 10th season,
Wilbur had to make some tough
coaching decisions, including
requiring some players to red
shirt to let younger players get
more playing time and build a
team that, in his foresight, would
be stronger in the future.
"I've always thought that
an inspiring person is someone
who has the courage to pursue
their dreams, and the strength
to overcome the obstacles that
stand in the way of making them
a reality," said Tucker Carlson
'14. Carlson's goal is to share this
mentality with the new guys, and
motivate them to flip the switch







In the pool behind the
Malley Fitness and Recreation
Center you could often hear
the excited yells of players and
spectators as the women's
water polo team decimated their
opponents one at a time.
This season the women's
water polo team was dedicated
to performing at their best
and not letting themselves be
intimidated by other teams.
"We focus on playing
our game," said goalkeeper
Stephanie Clements '13 "We
are really trying to step up the
intensity and trying to bring our
level of play to a higher caliber."
The team this year wanted
to make every moment count,




do so they worked on developing
a strong bond between all the
players. At the beginning of the
season, the team took a retreat
to Tahoe, which, according to
Clements, "really helped our
chemistry." Their bond out of
the water translated into how
they played in the water. Their
cohesion allowed them to have a
lot of fun while playing and defeat
their competitors consistently.
The women's water polo
team, with their strong bond,
solid parent support group,
and general commitment
to excellence, was a fun,
dedicated, and proud unit that
fiercely challenged many teams
throughout the season.
By Giovanni Briggs
PHOTOS BY: JONATHAN TADROS
Looking for the set, Ashleigr
Bandimere '14 pump fakes
a few times to throw her
opponent off. In her second
year starting, she provides
valueable knowledge for
the rookie freshmen.
gly to the game winning goal.
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BRONCOS ON THE GREEN
You won't find any argyle
socks or plaid pants walking
these greens. Their red polos
and white skirts set these women
apart from the leisure crowds.
The Santa Clara's collegiate golf
team proved that golf isn't just
your granddad's pastime.
Unseen and unheard, golf is
often forgotten around campus.
With tournaments around the
country, the team set out to leave
their mark on and off campus.
For some, golf opened
doors to college and led them
straight to Santa Clara.
"Golf has a lot of
opportunities for women to
play in college," said Brooke
Stephens, '14, "that was one of
the things I wanted to do after I
started playing golf."
While soccer and her black
belt in Taekwondo kept her busy,
at the age of 12 Stephens set
out to earn a spot on a college
golf team. And with a golf course
surrounding her family's house,
she had everything she needed
right in her own backyard.
After being recruited for the
team out of her senior year of
high school, Stephens began her
career at Santa Clara.
Even though golf is an
individual sport, the players made
it a priority to band together as a
team.
"We hang out a lot," said
Stephens, "we're a close group."
Throughout the year the
girls frequently held team dinners
and bonding sessions separate
from the golf course, and they
spent time together on the
weekends as well.
However, they spend the
most time together practicing out
on the green.
Although practicing took
up a significant amount of their
time, it was time well spent to
Stephens because she was
doing something she loves.
"Golf is something you
can play for the rest of your life,
even when you get older," said
Stephens.
Although she does not plan
on going pro, she can continue
to enjoy the sport long after
graduating from Santa Clara and
leaving collegiate golf behind.
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Logan Chun '14 ji
RECORDS
MEN'S TENNIS CLIMBS
RANKINGS AND AIMS HIGH
For most people, February
1 6 was perhaps not a memorable
day, but for Tom Pham '13, it
would go down in Santa Clara
tennis history.
"I walked in that day not
knowing I had broke the record,"
said Pham.- "I was told I was on
track to beat it, but I didn't think
I'd break it until a few matches
later."
On that Saturday, against
Sonoma State, Pham broke the
record for the all-time number of
singles wins in a career at Santa
Clara. The previous record was
held at 74 wins, and by the end
of that day Pham was at 76.
"I thought the record was
higher so I walked out of my
match and my teammate came
onto the court and said 'Oh Tom,
you broke the record,'" said
Pham. "They were trying to take
a picture of me while a couple
of my teammates tried dumping
a cooler of water on me. I was
lucky enough to catch them
before they did it. Unfortunately,
20 minutes later I stopped paying
attention and they got me then."
As one of four returning
players and two seniors on the
team, Pham saw the tennis
program climb in rank and




extremely well the past few years.
We've been slowly climbing up,"
said Pham. "My freshman year
we became a ranked school for
the first time in awhile. Last year,
we made our highest ranking
ever which was at 29, made the
NCAA's for the first time ever and
not only that, we actually won a
round of NCAA's."
Though improving each
season is important to the
team, the lessons learned and
relationships gained are what will
stay with each player.
"You meet a bunch of guys
and they go through the same
thing you do," said Pham. "You
become a family with people
who are strangers to you when
you first walk in. They're friends
you're going to know for life."
As for his last year on the
tennis team, Pham said his main
goal was to have fun, and looking
back, there's one thing he'll take
away from his experience.
"If I've taken anything it's
probably a will to do whatever
needs to be done. Sometimes
you walk on the court, you don't
play your best but you still need
to find a way to win."
By Ashley Nguyen










THERE LIES A SPECIAL BOND
BETWEEN THE MEMBERS OF
THE WOMEN'S TENNIS TEAM
Balancing class, studying,
and friends was hard for all
broncos. And if you added a sport
into the mix it became nearly
impossible. But the women of
Santa Clara's tennis team never
let their three hour practices six
days a week beat them down.
They were committed to each
other and the game.
For many of the players,
this focus and dedication was
learned long before they ever
stepped foot on campus.
Jessica Agra 13' decided
to be home schooled in high
school so that she could dedicate
herself to traveling and playing
tennis, and now her hard work
has paid off.
Both Agra and Stephanie
Skaras 14' learned a lot on
the court that also translated to
campus life.
"That feeling you get
when you play tennis, you don't
experience it anywhere else,"
said Agra. "But if you can handle
the success and failures of being
a tennis player, you feel like you
can handle anything."
What they learned on the
court helped them in the rest of
their lives.
"Trying to find a solution on
the court and giving it your all is
the best part," said Skaras. "If
it doesn't work out you need to
find a solution; I've learned to be
adaptable."
They also made friendships
that go further than just hitting
the ball back and forth.
All the girls on the team
became close friends this year.
They enjoyed spending time
together and also pushing each
other to succeed.
"Our captains gave us each
a bracelet to remind us of our
goal for the year: commitment,"
said Agra. "We've been working
hard since the fall. Every match
we set goals. We talk about what
we need to work on individually
and as a group. It's been an
awesome year."
By Sara Markwith
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IDENTITIES ARE SHAKEN THROUGH A NEW LOVE FOR
SANTA CLARA'S OLDEST SPORT
Football in Texas is
more than an ideology; it
is the substance of dinner
conversations and aspirations for
lifetimes and generations.
For Texan Nick Leasure
'14, coming to Santa Clara
University was as close to a
tumbleweed rolling onto the
beach. College can be a massive
culture shock for incoming
freshman. This was especially
true for Leasure — the world he
found himself in was devoid of
football.




and sophomore years were
not incredibly dedicated to
club sports, although various
intramural games filled spurts
of camaraderie and energetic
expression.
"My roommate would bring
me to rugby games, it looked
like a lot of fun, although much
different from football," said
Leasure. "At first it was hard to
follow, but after I conceptually
understood the game, I wanted
to get into it, I wanted to be a
part of SCUTS."
Joining the team was a
decision that rocked Leasure's
foundations, so much so that
his interest in rugby subdued his
past love for football.
"I think that rugby is safer,
because it doesn't allow for
the recklessness in football, in
that football players think they
are invincible with all of their
padding," said Leasure. "Now,
how much football stops and
starts really frustrates me — I love
the continuousness of rugby."
Rugby matches are
constantly in motion and they
challenge players to conduct
their momentum and strength in
an intellectual manor. Leasure's
worst injury so far was a
consequence of being naive .
"I had not been taught
how to scrum, so I used my
neck and head to push against
my opponent," said Leasure.
"Unfortunately this resulted in a
back injury that barred me from
playing for almost two weeks."
His mistakes taught him
a great deal, and although
there is much more to learn,
he understood that his body is
a conduit for tactful control of
momentum.
"What I love about the
game," said Leasure, "is even
if you are out of size, which
our team normally is... you can
totally beat teams that are twice
your size if you just play smarter
and are better coached and
communicate with your team."
Being a part of SCUTS has
opened Leasure up to seek out
professional or club teams post
graduation.
"I've really fallen in love with
the sport," said Leasure. "There
is a club team in Austin of guys in
their 20s-30s and you can pretty
much find a rugby team like that
in any major city. So barring a
career-ending injury I'm looking
to make rugby a major part of my
future."
Leasure goes boldly into
the future, using the force and
support of the SCUTS team. Not
so bad for a tumbleweed rookie.
By Ezequiel Olvera







The crew breathe hard
as they push through the






for after getting off of the
boat and on to land.
The men's eight practices
early in the morning
I CAN'T, I HAVE CREW
WITH EARLY MORNING PRACTICES AMONG A LIST OF
COMMITMENTS, DEDICATION DEFINES THE CREW TEAMS
It is 5:30 a.m., about three
hours before anyone has to wake
up for class. Everyone is still
wrapped up in their blankets and
the grass is still frozen from the
night, and yet the dedicated men
and women of the crew team are
up and on their way to Lexington
Reservoir for another practice.
The dedication and
commitment to the team and
sport shown by these individuals
is hard to come by.
"It is definitely one of the
more under-appreciated sports
here on campus," said George
Tabet '13.
The amount of time this
sport demands is one that is
unmatched among the athletic
department with an average
of 24 total hours of practice
Monday through Saturday.
"You need to be a little
crazy; crazy about feeling the
boat fly, crazy about seeing the
sun rise over the hills, and crazy
about pulling hard for your team,"
said Missy Gigorgi '13.
But even more than
dedication, this team was familiar
with sacrifice.
"You have to give up a
'typical' college experience
of going out every weekend,
staying up late and sleeping in,"
said Adrienne Lohe '13.
Despite long hours of
practice, painful wake ups, and
the travel to and from the water,
crew became more than just a
sport.
"The family that I have built is
here is built of handwork, sweat,
frustration, and commitment,"
said Howie Limburg '14. "It is
something that is hard to come
by."
But for most of the team,
the bond was deep.
"Welcome to the hardest
working frat on campus" said
Tabet
.
This year men's crew
stepped up their dedication and
intensity of their training with a
new head coach, Jay Farwell,
leading the team.
"Each practice Farwell
pushes the guys beyond a
boundary that they themselves
never thought they could reach,"
said the men's coxsain Angelica
Salinas '13.
Because they believed the
way you perform in practice is
how you will perform in the race,
they pushed hard at all times.
"Practice is the part I look
forward to and dread of each
day, mentally preparing yourself
to exert your body in an extreme,"
said Tabet.
"It's miserable haif the
time, for most of the mornings
its cold, your wet, you can't feel
your fingers or your toes," said
Salinas, "but it's also incredible
to see the sunrise every morning
and to see these guys work
together to become one powerful
unit moving a boat."
What is it that keeps these
men and women returning every
morning to do everything all over
again?
"It's a special moment
when it's 7:30 a.m., hours
before most people decide to
wake up, everyone one in the
boat struggling to breathe hard
and fast enough to not faint, the
amazing sunrises, with a 360
view of nature, its remarkable,"
said Tabet.
The values learned at
practice went beyond the water
and the race and into life. "We
are dedicated to what we do,
our work ethic is something to
strive for, and our dedication will
overcome any obstacle," said
Limburg. "Being able to say I am
a four year oarsman exemplifies
the work ethic that I have, and I'll
have an oar to prove it."
By Wally Gonzalez
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TO REFINE THEIR GAME
The sun shines hot down on
the back of the batter. "Breathe.
Just breathe," he tells himself, as
he stands poised and ready for
the next pitch. The anticipation is
killing him, but he remains patient
by constantly telling himself to
stay calm and just breathe.
Although there were many
instances like this where players
must stand alone, this year the
Santa Clara Baseball team was
held together by their love for
the game and each other, their
competitive spirit, and their
relentless devotion to continually
surpass expectations.
Chris Mendoza '14,
one of the team's right-handed
pitchers, described the team as
being determined to constantly
expanding their abilities. The
team's motto this year was
"Relentless Development,"
which characterizes the team's
devotion to push themselves and
each other to be the best players
possible. This drive, along with
their extremely competitive
nature and the calming breathing
exercises they did before each
game, brought the team closer
together and made them virtually
unstoppable.
"A lot of team's preach
brotherhood, and we definitely
fall under that category," said
Mendoza. The team spent four
hours practicing together every
day during the season, and
then they were together almost
every night and weekend. Once
a week the team also gathered
for a night to just relax and "talk
about what's going on in [their]
lives." The team's favorite activity
though (other than playing
baseball), was kicking back and
playing video games - because
nothing brings a team closer
than killing hordes of zombies.
This was a team that loved
to play baseball, and was truly
devoted to constantly trying to
improve themselves in all aspects
of life.
By Giovanni Briggs
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THE SOFTBALL TEAMS' LONG-AWAITED DREAM OFAN
ON-CAMPUS HOME FIELD FINALLY COMES TRUE
Seated near Bellomy Field
is the newest addition to Santa
Clara athletics, a brand new
stadium and a place for the
women's softball to call home.
For the first time since the
program started in 1979, softball
will practice and compete on
campus.
"I think it's the thing that's
been missing from the SCU
softball program for a long
time," said first baseman Kelly
Scribner '14. "It gives us a
good vibe and makes us want to
perform better to show that we
really deserve the field. I think it's
an excellent addition."
Prior to this year, home
games were held at West Valley
Community College, a 15-minute
drive away. Without a field on
campus, it was difficult for fans to
come support the team, and true
a sense of home was missing.
"Not having home games
on campus kind of makes you
feel removed from the school and
the atmosphere," said pitcher
Jessica Turner '14. "We're
just very thankful we've been
given the opportunity to play
on campus, have this beautiful
stadium built for us and hopefully
win a lot of games on it. It's a
morale booster. It makes us feel
welcomed as a team."
With a new home on
campus, the softball team has
been able to break in their new
stadium and learn every detail
about the field.
"It gives us an actual
home field advantage because
we know the field better than
anyone else," said Scribner. "We
know the little things about it, if
you need to slide earlier or not,
we know where the bad hops
are and that'll definitely help our
games."
There is a noticeable
difference among the players
now as they practice and prepare
for games.
"If you could see the
difference in the girls, it's an
overwhelming thing," said
Turner. "This is really happening,
everything we've worked for and




themselves as a team, the players
strove to prove their worth for the
stadium.
"Everyone is driven even
more than what I've ever seen
before and it can only get better
from here," said outfielder
Stephanie Fisher '14.
Each player saw a common
goal for the season and on top of
that, set her own personal goal
for this season that is driven by
the new field.
"Personally, I hope to inspire
others to be as passionate about
softball as I have been," said
Turner, "I want to be the leader
that I would hope to look up
to, having my actions follow my
words."
Finally with their place on
campus, the softball team hopes
support will grow as they strive
for wins and grow together as a
team. "We feed off of support,"
said Scriber.
"We have a passion about
softball. We're very passionate
about our sport," said Fisher.
"We put everything we can on
the field and because we put all
of our effort on the field we want
people to see that."
Whether it is gaining
support here now on campus or
leaving a legacy for the softball
program, the love and passion
for their sport could be felt for
miles.
"We want to make
a difference here with the
softball program and turn it
into something successful,
something the rest of the school
can be proud of as much as we
are," said Turner. "Each day that
I'm playing softball I'm thankful
that I get that one more day to
go out and do something that I
love,"
By Ashley Nguyen
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Moises Venegas ' 14 pushes
) the finish line
ie race
at the W
The men's cross country team
keep: ie prize as
they prepare for their 8K race.
FUEL TO
FIGHT ON
IT TAKES MORE THAN PURE
TALENT TO SUCCEED
Before every Pig race, the
Santa Clara cross country team
gathered in a crowded room and
ate a large pasta dinner together.
Not only did the dinner
give them the physical energy to
compete, but also the support
and encouragement that mentally
fueled the team members.
The cross country team
had a great season this year, with
the women placing 9th and the
men placing 13th at the Bronco
Invitational this October out of
the 18 teams competing.
Elsa Valenzuela '16
attributed their overall success
this year to the team's close
relationship.
"We're all extremely
friendly with each other," said
Valenzuela. "During practices we
always encourage each other
too. During this last practice,
the last 800-meter we had to do
was really tough, and one of my
teammates and I were trying to
encourage each other the whole
way, and we actually had a pretty
good time."
While it can be challenging
to keep going when extremely
tired, the team members gave
those in need a push in the right
direction. Whether it be pep talks
or by pacing each other, the
cross country team constantly
fed off of each other's energy.
Without each other's
support, the cross country team
would have only be able to fight
half the battle. While they could
all individually give themselves
physical energy before a race,
finding the mental drive and
encouragement to succeed is
not a one-person job.
This collaboration and
compassion between teammates
not only led to strong personal
connections, but also prepared
the team with the fuel they
needed to fight on and compete
successfully.
By Suparna Jasuja
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OPPONENTS ONE GAME ATA
TIME
The men's soccer team set
out to control their own fate this
year. With a winning record and a
second place finish in the WCC,
the team did just that.
"One game doesn't lose it
for you, one game doesn't win it
for you," said senior goalie Larry
Jackson '13. "Each game is just
a step in the right direction, and
that in itself right there just keeps
you in the moment."
More than 20 years
after Head Coach Cameron
Rast himself led the Broncos
to the 1989 NCAA National
Championship as an All-
American player, he planned
to lead yet another team to a
championship appearance as a
coach. In hopes that this season
was marked with similar success
as 2006 and 2007 where Santa
Clara won consecutive WCC
division titles, the team made
sure they continued to "work on
(our) deficiencies and strengthen
those."
34 LAYOUT BY: RUSSELL WHITE
The teams' success was
fueled in a large part by the
success of a few players. Eric
Hurtado '13 led the team with
his goal scoring ability and made
the record books at No. 3 for all
time goals and career points at
Santa Clara.
In order to achieve this,
attention to detail was the main
focus. Players were expected to
do their job to help build the team.
Whether that was winning 50-50
balls or making adjustments to
the style of play, Rast wanted his
players to focus on the task at
hand before looking forward to
season implications.
Similar to the 2011
campaign, the season was
determined by the final week
where the Broncos tied Layola
Man/mount University in a
scoreless draw, which kept them
out of the NCAA tournament
and made them miss the WCC
division title by a single point.
By Russell White
PHOTOS BY: SAMANTHA JUDA
Larry Jackson '13 prepares
to block a goal.





ONE GAME DOESN'T LOSE IT FOR YOU, ONE
GAME DOESN'T WIN IT FOR YOU. EACH GAME
IS JUSTA STEP IN THE RIGHT DIRECTION,





Ryan Masch '16 dribbles
the bail down the field.
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Midfielder Aliie Vernon '14
head is! the













'13 completes a corner kick,
carefully passing the ball to one
of her teammates for a header
past the Gonzaga goalie.




THE SUCCESS OF THE
WOMEN'S SOCCER TEAM
ROOTED IN TEAM UNITY
The women's soccer
team broke out internationally
this summer during the U20
World Cup. Julie Johnston
'14 led the U.S. team to victory
as captain and Sophia Huerta
'15 contributed three goals for
Mexico.
Both players attributed their
success to their team back home
and the skills they have learned
on the field. Huerta appreciated
the opportunity she had to forge
connections with her teammates,
to develop skill as a soccer player
and to be part of a collaborative
team.
Sofia never ceases to
appreciate the base she has
made for herself during her time
at Santa Clara to allow her to
become a professional soccer
player in the future.
"I always tell myself I need
to embrace the opportunity and
that I'm not going to get a lot of
soccer games left in my life," said
Heurta. "I try to tell myself that I
need to play every game as best
as I can, so I don't have regrets."
The women's soccer team
was a close knit community of
29 women who all contributed
to their stellar season of more
than 1 2 wins that led them to the
NCAA Tournament.
With five captains this
year the team was not short on
leadership. The captains were
mentors for the other players,
and they taught the team the
importance of leaving a mark
both on and off the field. Through
each other's support and advice,
the team members learned how
to be true team players, and
take the camaraderie to their
professional careers in the future.
All of the teammates
worked together to be successful
soccer players and people. While
they contribute in their own way,
they inspire each other everyday





THE LADY BRONCOS STRIVE
TO BE THEIR BEST ON AND
OFF THE COURT
Coach Jon Wallace sat
with his assistant coaches and
discussed a plan for the day's
practice. Although he looked
calm and collected wearing a
friendly smile, he was still focused
on what it would take to make his
team's dream become a reality.
Our women's volleyball
team had another intense
season. It was Wallace's 13th
season here at Santa Clara, and
once again the girls worked hard
and showed us what they are
made of.
"This season has gone
very well," said Wallace. "Our
girls are extremely motivated.
This is probably one of the most
focused groups we have had in a
long time."
In addition to adding an all
new staff and reorganizing the
leadership of the team, Walllace
built the core of what the team
needed to be successful this
year.
"You need to trust yourself
first and then the girls around
you," said Wallace. "If you work
3b
really hard, trust what you are
doing and have a belief or a
dream and you keep chasing it, a
lot of things can come from that."
Anyone who watched the
girls play this season could see
the new improvements at work.
The team won more than 20
games this season, which is
twice as many as last year.
But this team was more
than a winning record.
"Experience is more than
just about wins and losses, it's
really about growing up and
becoming the person you're
going to be," said Wallace." I love
being a part of that, to assist and
guide them and give them life
experiences they can carry with
them."
Even off the court the team
strove to be their best.
"We want our girls to get
the most out of themselves
athletically, academically and to
have social experiences that will




the ball for her teammate.
Katherine Douglas '14, Kayla
Lommori '13 and Haley
Cameron ' 1 4 celebrate
winning a well played match.
i ;.es on tl





weaves the ball throi
the on< irs.
Club President Scott Wheaton
'15 move core.
Jake Barz ' 1 5 and CJ Toy
FOREVER
FAITHFUL
A TEAM BUILT BY CAMARADERIE,
HARD WORK AND A MISSION
The sun shined warmly
down as the Santa Clara men's
lacrosse team prepared to face
Saint Mary's. The team gathered
into a huddle and with a final
"Broncos on three!" they took
the field. Confident and strong-
willed, the team fought through
many ups and downs to secure
themselves a 14-10 victory.
What made all of this
possible was not just the
amazing talent of the team, but
also their strong bond. According
to President Scott Wheaton
'15 the team's camaraderie was
higher than ever before and
everyone was friends with one
other. This closeness was built
both on the field through grueling
practices, brutal defeats and
terrific victories, and off the field
through the long road trips, the
dinners and the time that the
team spends hanging out with
each other.
While all the elements of a
NCAA team are present in this
club team, what really sets them
apart is that their team is "built
by the players," according to
Wheaton.
The men's lacrosse team is
led by a student and is funded by
the students who play. The team
receives a small amount of funds
from the school, but most of the
money that allows the lacrosse
team to play comes from the
dues that each player has to pay
and the fund-raising that they
do as team. This meant each
player was much more invested
in the team, further boosting their
camaraderie and their drive to
succeed.
The team also had a
mission that helped keep them
together. Wheaton said that this
year the team not only focused
on creating better lacrosse
players, but also "teaching them
to be better people." Wheaton
said that this mission is "what
really brings us together."
The lacrosse team focused
on improving their skills in order
to defeat their opponents and,
in true Jesuit form, in order to
improve their personal lives
through service to themselves,
each other and the greater
community.
By Giovanni Briggs
Left-handed midnelder Chris Barton
' 1 4 moves swiftly across the field
in a game against St. Mary's.










HOCKEY TEAM FIGHTS TO
REBUILD AND DOMINATE
In the hustle and bustle of a
field hockey game, the Bronco's
brought the heat when they were
on the field. You didn't want to be
in the way of these ladies when
they got into uniform.
This year, the women's
field hockey team was ruthless,
and it's no wonder why they had
to be. With only three returning
members on the team and being
short a player on the field, they
had to run, shoot and block twice
as much as any other team.
"Even though we don't
have as many girls as other
sports, we work hard to practice
and put up a fight out on the
field," said Mallory Miller '15,
a sophomore and second year
field hockey player.
With not having any subs
available during the games,
the team was required to work
that much harder than their
opponents to keep up with the
competition. Although the sport
was relatively laid back at Santa
Clara, Miller said that the girls "go
hard in the paint" when it was
time to perform and represent
the broncos out on the field.
Rebuilding was a theme
that the team experienced this
year with all of their new and
young players. With hockey
sticks flying everywhere, the
returning members of the team
taught the new players that field
hockey is a very physical sport.
Luckily for the team, their coach,
Alexandra O'Connell, lead the
rebuilding process with five years
of coaching experience for the
Broncos behind her. And with
no goalie, she had to improvise
how to qualify her team to play
by having a hybrid goalie/player.
Although the team's
infrastructure may seem
weakened, the heart of these
women drove them to succeed
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ALL GLORY
PARTICIPANTS LET THEIR COMPETITIVE SIDE RUN FREE
Dressed in black socks,
ack shorts and black shirts, 10
zn huddled together, jumping
id singing to "We Ready" by
chie Eversole. Despite Team
ackout's enthusiasm, no crowd
as yelling or cheering along
th them. In fact, Bellomy Field
as nearly empty of spectators
' the flag football game.
"People look at us like we
3 crazy, but we don't really
ire," said Chris Glennon '15.
reminds me of running out to
usic in high school basketball
front of a crowd, and it's just
us, but it's still equally as fun."
For Glennon and his
teammates, intramural sports
were a way to continue to play
sports competitively and have
fun with friends.
Intramurals gave students,
faculty and staff a chance to
relive their past athletic grandeur,
let their competitive side run free
or mix up their exercise routine.
While some players played
sports in the past, for many
intramurals were a chance to
explore a new sport and put their
athleticism to the test.
Alessandra Cain '14 had
never competed in flag football
before joining a team with her
friends this year.
"It's just been a lot of fun,"
said Cain. "I look forward to it."
Cain and her teammates
made sure that every game was
fun and enjoyable for the girls on
her team. But their joking, relaxed
style was a stark comparison
with many of the other teams in
their division.
"It's funny to see how
seriously the other teams take it,"
said Cain. "They have coaches
and plays and we just wing it and
we win!"
Despite past experience
or skill, many teams were
competitive and fought with
everything they had for the
bragging rights (and exclusive
t-shirt) of being an intramural
champion.
"It's just really fun and
sometimes it gets really
competitive," said Glennon. "I
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ACTIVITIES
OA/F OF 7/-/E M/AA/y I/15AVS l/l/E DEF/A/F OURSELVES AS
STUDENTS IS BY THE ACTIVITIES IN WHICH WE PARTICIPATE.





MARK ON THEIR FIRST YEAR
It was 6 p.m. on a Sunday
night and students were lined up
at the waffle maker. For many
freshmen their first few days
on campus were the first time
they decided what they want to
eat without a lecture from their
parents.
Thumping speakers rang
out with the sound of freedom as
there was no one to tell students
to turn down their music or go to
bed.
Freshman year of college
can be confusing, overwhelming,
and, frankly, a little bit intimidating!
Navigating the campus,
choosing what to eat in Benson,
and trying to decide what major
to pursue seems impossible.
Fortunately, according to
freshman Kelly Shi '16, the
quality of the classes, professors
and advisors at Santa Clara make
the freshman period of academic
exploration and decision-making
far more manageable.
Shi came into SCU with
philosophy as one of her top
interests, but was unsure whether
or not she wanted to pursue it
as her major. After experiencing
the SCU philosophy department
firsthand and discussing the
decision with her professor
and her advisor, however, she
was able to confidently declare
philosophy as her major.
"I declared my major shortly
after taking my first philosophy
class here." said Shi. "It became
clear that SCU has a thriving
philosophy department."
Shi's philosophy professor
also introduced her to on-
campus discussion groups such
as Cafe Socrates that made
Kelly even more confident in her
decision.
"I feel like I'm in good hands
with the philosophy department
here," said Shi.
Shi's class, professor,
and advisor not only helped her
finalize her decision regarding
what major to pursue, but also
showed her how important it
could be for the future.
"My Cultures and Ideas
philosophy class challenged all
of our ideas and required that we
were able to logically back them
up," said Shi. "I'm pre-law, so
this type of thinking is definitely
relevant to what I might want to
do in the future."








Corbin '16, Avery Untc
THIS TYPE OF THINKING IS DEFINITELY






Brendan Murphy '13 DJs his
weekly radio show on KSCU.
BREAKING
STUDENT TALENT RINGS OUT
ACROSS CAMPUS
Approximately 100,000
listeners on campus and in
surrounding cities like Mountain
View, Palo Alto, Santa Cruz,
Redwood City, and Fremont
rock out to KSCU. The student
run radio station prides itself as
"The Underground Sound," with
genres ranging from metal to jazz
to power pop.
KSCU has been home to
popular music and student talent
since 1978. The station featured
Santa Clara talent ranging from
Atlas (known as Raymond
Jacob) mixing on the turntables
to Jackie Gage and The Jurassic
performing live.
This year KSCU
encouraged more students to
come in and play their work,
which simultaneously gave DJs
more experience and the artists
more exposure on campus and
in the local community.
But students weren't the
only ones who got to jam on air.
General Manager and DJ Josh
Chemparathy '13 had personal
friends come into KSCU, like
DJ H Breaker based out of Los
Angeles spinning and a San Jose
jazz band called the Groove Yard
'.,0 RUSSELL WHITE
Shift.
Outside of the talent,
there was a strong non-student
community taking part in
the radio station and a large
group of student volunteer DJs
participated.
This year in particular
Chemparathy saw a jump in
student listeners and interest
in the station. KSCU shirts that
Chemparathy and his volunteers
handed out were spotted around
campus, and on air contests and
give-aways were incredibly com-
petitive.
"I have been giving away
tickets for the last couple years,"
said Chemparathy. "Tickets were
pretty hard to give away before.
Now it's a lot easier." Students
called in with an overwhelming
response for tickets to popu-
lar acts ranging from Treasure
Island, Flying Lotus, Minus the
Bear and Crystal Castle.
Once defined by its relative
anonymity, KSCU's increased
popularity and participation add-
ed to its open environment where
students could learn and express
themselves.
By Russell White
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Ashley Nguyen '16 hard at
work in the yearbook office.
Jonathan Tadros ' 1
5
and Giovanni Briggs '16
brainstorm design ideas
during a staff meetinq.
Russell White '13 lets his
"inner model" out for a
photography excercise.




YEARBOOK TO LIFE WITH
THE FIRST DIGITAL COPY
Each year The Redwood
staff captures the memories of
the year, edits photos that really
depict the moment, crafts pages
that convey the right emotions,
and somehow squeeze all that
down into a Pook.
But this year the printed
book isn't the only thing the staff
slaved away on. As students
across campus brought tablets
to class and played Fruit Ninja
in Benson, it was time for The
Redwood to catch up.
Former Editor-in-Chief,
Ryan Selewicz '13, first
introduced the idea of producing
an electronic version of the
yearbook last year.
"The demand was growing
as tablets started to become
more popular," said Selewicz, the
new digital publishing editor. "It
was kind of a perfect time for The
Redwood to take this next step."
Last year The Redwood
played around with the
development of a prototype of
an electronic year book, building
up a lot of excitement among the
staff. The momentum has set the
stage for The Redwood Staff to
publish an electronic yearbook
version with new interactive
aspects.
"Though there is risk
involved in taking on something
new like this, I still believe it
would be even riskier for us not
to make the move into the digital
publishing space," said Selewicz.
The electronic version
grew The Redwood Staff by
three new positions to help with
the development, programming
and promotion of the electronic
version. Editors, photographers
and designers have all worked
hard this year to create a
yearbook that encases all the
memories of the year and brings













Matt Reneris '15, tries to
crack roommate pairs from
each RLC by asking detailed,
pressing questions.
Brit Belme '15 cheers on
her favorite roommate
pair, Matt Silvestri '15 and
Matt Doherty '15 to win
the Roommate Challenge
competition for Communitas.
Students visit with Santa (Matt Burrill
'14) during a community event in










hours collaborating with one
another to create great ideas for
school-wide events.
Nishad Joshi '15 had
been part of RLCA for the past
two years, and was president
of the student-run organization.
He described the organization's
role on campus as, "build(ing)
community within each of the
RLCs and between all of them."
This year's RLCA staff
had an extremely collaborative
dynamic, as they used each
other to develop their ideas for
events.
"You sort of have to let
conversation flow, I think is the
most important thing, because
idea generation is definitely a
group activity," said Joshi. "It's
hard to be all by yourself coming
up with activities."
As leader of the RLCA
staff, Nishad fostered an open
environment where everyone
could feel comfortable sharing
their craziest ideas and
feedback. Without teamwork
and conversation, it is difficult to
both have a starting idea and to
build on it.
While generating event
ideas can be challenging, it was
important for the staff to think
about what kinds of activities
students on campus would want
to participate in.
"For S'mores and More,
our first RLCA event this year, we
kind of got that idea off of (the
fact that) it's the end of summer
and people are getting in their
last camping trips," said Nishad,
"And we kind of thought of that
feel, and thought, 'How can we
bring that feel to the school?'"
Without inspiration, the
RLCA would not have been able
to produce the effective idea of
S'mores and More, and many
more programs. By knowing
what draws people to events,
they successfully attracted
large turnouts to many events
throughout the year and kept
everyone entertained.
By Suparna Jasuja
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SAFETY
ASG LIGHTS UP THE NIGHT
FOR STUDENTS
Their yellow safety vests
reflected the light from the
streetlight as they walked
toward campus. This was no
walk of shame or Halloween
costume gone wrong, but
rather volunteers for Associated
Student Government's latest
program that provides students
with "buddies" to make sure
everyone gets home safely.
As concerns regarding the
safety of students on and off
campus grew throughout last
year, ASG introduced their Safe
Walk program in September
to make sure students make it
home safe.
"ASG really stepped up and
represented what the students
wanted," said senior Carlos
Gomez "12 who first joined ASG
two years ago. "I thought that
was really cool."
Each year Santa Clara's
ASG dives into projects
involving the school policies, off
campus partying, club funding,
academics, health and safety
and many more.
"There was a lot of issues
off campus were students were
running into incidences with
safety," said Gomez. "Students
started to come to us with their
concerns."
That was all that was
needed for ASG to dive head first
into the development of the Safe
Walk.
"ASG is not going to
implement these policies," said
Gomez, "but if we take the
initiative to take surveys to find
out what policy will work best for
the students and campus, then it
can be brought up to faculty and
staff."
ASG hopes to create
momentum for certain policies
or programs and set up the
groundwork for students
and faculty to take charge of




rs of ASG gather
weekly Thursday
senate meeting.











PB LEADERSHIP WORKS TO CREATE A FUN ENVIRONMENT
OR THE YEAR AND FOR THEIR STAFF
Imagine standing on stage,
s colored lights flashing out
to the faces of your friends,
d right next to you is Tyga.
It seems like a scene out of
nusic video, but Sami Tasaki
J, the Activities Programming
ard marketing director, got to
just that. All the work Tasaki
d put in for months creating
sters and distributing them
)und campus had paid off and
*re she was dancing on stage
:h one of the biggest names
rrently in music.
"We were so close you
uld see the tattoos on his
ck," said Tasaki.
For the only senior on staff,
this was a dream come true and
a sigh of relief.
"In marketing I always feel
responsible for making sure
people come out to all of the
events," Tasaki said. "Seeing
my posters around campus is
a good feeling. When people
notice them and take time to
look at them for me it feels really
good because all my hard work
paid off."
From meetings at the
beginning of each quarter to
selling tickets, the members of
APB work behind the scenes to
ensure that events are put on
seamlessly, while keeping a fun
work environment.
"Between the 10 of us, it's
a crazy bunch of people," said
Assistant Director Erica Valle
'15. "We wouldn't know each
other otherwise and we've all
already gotten really close."
APB is about bringing not
only the student body together
but a group of people willing
to take on all of these events
and setting an example for staff
members to come. For Director
Josh Farinha '14, it has been a
chance to inspire his teammates
"The approach I have tried
to create includes setting the
example and catering to the
diverse needs and strengths
of our staff who in turn are
responsible for constructing and
improving the foundations of
new friendships and fun for our
Broncos," said Farinha.
"Around the office it seems
our staff together is a party, and
not only are we able to have a lot
of fun together but we hold each
other accountable and pick each
other up when we need help"
said Farinha. "They're a blast to
be around."
By Ashley Nguyen
ACTIVITIES PROGRA OARD !,')
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an original piece at Love Jone
60 )UTB Y. SUPARNA JASUJ.
i McClu : y
:
15 and Mariah
Adco light candles as
MCC's Candlelight
Vigil for World AIDs day.
JurassiC performs an origina
song at Love Jones.
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CREATING A SAFE SPACE
HE MULTICULTURAL CENTER STRIVES TO WELCOME THE ENTIRE
'OMMUNITY TO PARTICIPATE IN CULTURAL LEARNING
On Thursday evenings
1 Shappell Lounge at the
ilticultural Center was
:ked. It was common for at
st 50 people to be gathered
lether, laughing. Throughout
i weekday evenings, there
s almost always an energetic
nosphere at the MCC.
The center is best known
»und campus as a place
ere students of diverse ethnic
:kgrounds feel at home.
chelle Tang '13, director
the MCC, worked this year
maintain the Center's safe
/ironment, while forging
>re connections among other
janizations and clubs on
campus.
The MCC offered an
accessible place for people of
all backgrounds to learn and
broaden their knowledge of
different cultural perspectives
Although the Center's
mission is "to educate people
about different cultures that are
here on campus," according to
Tang, its "primary purpose is to
create a safe space for people of
color on campus."
The Multicultural Center
was full of students most nights
because they feel comfortable in
its open environment. Students
identified both with those of
their same ethnic backgrounds
and students from different
ethnicities.
"People can just come here
and relax and do homework until
the clubs have their meetings,"
said Tang. The students who
were part of the multicultural
clubs on campus forged strong
bonds with one another, leading
students to want to come back
every week.
To bring the different clubs
together and increase MCC
unity, the Multicultural Center
started joint club meetings this
year. The joint meeting between
Barkada, the Vietnamese club,
MEChA, the Hispanic club, and
Intandesh earlier this fall was
a "historic moment, because
we've never had three clubs
have one meeting all in the same
night," said Tang. In the future,
the MCC hopes that connections
between the multicultural clubs
on campus will create an even
safer and more supportive space.
The presence of the MCC
on campus gave all students the
opportunity to find support within
the Santa Clara community.
People of all ethnicities were
welcome at the MCC to broaden










STUDENTS BREAK OUT OF THE CLASSROOM AND BUILD
RELATIONSHIPS IN THE COMMUNITY
The Santa Clara Community
Action Program was more than a
community service organization.
Split up into four different
departments: homelessness,
health and disabilities, education,
and empowerment, each
department worked with different
communities to lend a helping
hand and expand learning
outside the classroom walls.
"We try to provide a different
type of education," said Keely
Reidelberger '13, director of
SCCAR "It's hard to know what
a community needs by talking
about it in the classroom, instead
we talk to the people of our
community directly. You learn
how to speak up for different
groups that don't have a voice."
SCCAP students worked
hard strengthening relationships
within the community. Energetic
students volunteered their time
and created awareness of these
different groups of people on and
off campus. Whether they put on
a holiday event for children, or
visited a local hospital to give a
veteran support, volunteers for
SCCAP put their heart and souls
into the cause.
"We don't believe
volunteering is a one way
street," said Reidelberger. "A lot
of the volunteer work we do is
impactful, but it's not going to
change the world, and we realize
that. Our mission isn't to change
the world it's to develop Santa
Clara students in different ways."
Those who were active in
SCCAP this year felt empowered
by what they accomplished.
Volunteering can change
someone's life or career path.
SCCAP understands that
education is not just about
going to class. Some of the
most enlightening and impactful
learning takes place outside of
the classroom.
"You can learn a lot through
service work. You learn you are
very privileged in a lot different
ways and to not feel ashamed
of this, but to realize you now
have responsibilities," said
Reidelberger. "We can't close the
door behind us, we have to open
it and help other people through
that door."
By Sara Markwith
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ACTIVITIES
LATE NIGHT
THEY DON'T SLEEP SO YOU
CAN
The -bottom of Benson was
dead. The Cellar and the post
office were closed, and no one
was reclining in the chairs in front
of the California Mission Room.
There was no traffic through this
area at all, but it was Wednesday
night, which means that a new
edition of The Santa Clara would
hit the newsstands the next
morning.
The newspaper staff
gathered in their office for a long
night of organized chaos full of
frantic work and late night dance
parties.
It's not hard to understand
why Wednesday nights were
rough for The Santa Clara staff.
Editor-in-Chief Matthew Rupel
'13 described his Wednesdays
as "grueling and fast-paced."
There was so much work to be
done on these nights and the
staff was on a tight deadline.
"Typically we can be in
here until two in the morning,"
said Rupel, and while the staff
was comprised of some "pretty
healthy people who make sure to
get adequate amounts of sleep,"
some nights require "a whole lot
of Red Bull," according to Rupel.
But while these nights were
long and strenuous, they were
also, as Rupel says, "a blast."
"Even though Wednesday
nights are the worst part of my
week, they are also the best part
of my week," said Rupel. "When
you spend that much time with
people when you all have the
same goal, then you bond a lot."
This bond, which was
fortified by movie nights, dinners,
trips to Santa Cruz and constant
communication, made sure
that the newspaper did not fall
apart. There were weeks where
the newspaper staff talked to
one another more than their
roommates or family.
But the late nights were
worth it when students across
campus grabbed the newspaper
as they rushed to class or on
their way to get breakfast in the
morning.
By Giovanni Briggs
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Caroline Entrees '13 and
Mandy Ferreira ' 1 3 labor late
to perfect the News Section.
The newspaper staff takes a
quick dinner break to refuel.
Even during his dinner break,
Editor-in Chief Matt Rupel '13
works to make sure that the
staff meets their deadline.
THE SANTA CLARA 65
Stephen Layton '13, this year's
in the i I ly meeting.
TRADITION
THE REVIEW CELEBRATES ITS 100TH VOLUME
After 1 43 years The Santa
Clara Review published its
historic 100th volume.
"To have made it to
volume 100 highlights our
school's values of tradition and
support for literature and the
arts, support, which is doubly
noteworthy since it takes the
form of an undergraduate literary
magazine," said Stephen
Layton '12. "We're proud to
continue this tradition."
Since 1869 editors like
Layton worked hard to pull
together the staff and publish
the best of student fiction, non-
fiction, poetry, visual art, and
even music.
The staff both this year and
in the past have done their best
to give students a place to share
their voices on campus.
To bring the past and the
present together the historic
volume included letters, essays
and notes from previous editors
about their experiences at the
helm. "We're one of the few
undergraduate literary magazines
at universities, so it's a pretty rare
thing to be able to say you ran a
literary magazine or did all of the
things we do—while still being
undergraduates," said Layton.
"It's a really special thing."
Despite its historical ties the
literary magazine is far from stuck
in the past. The last 10 issues
can be read online in addition to
their digital tablet edition for the
last magazine published.
This was the second year
in a row that the magazine came
out in a digital tablet edition in
addition to print.
The digital formats bring to
life the artwork and music and
allows The Review to expand
beyond their print edition.
"By the end of the year, I
hope to have a concrete sense of
where we've been as a magazine
in the past, and where we can go
in the future," said Layton.
By Mandy Ferreira
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EAST SIDE BOASTS JOYOUS
SUITE STYLE LIVING
You walk in your door
and your family greets you with
a smile as the smell of freshly
baked bread fills the air. Are you
home? No, you just walked into
your suite and it has never felt
cozier.
That's what living on east
side at Santa Clara was like.
Compared to the hustle and
bustle of Swig and the west
side of campus, the suites at
Santa Clara contained a quieter
environment, from the outside.
Behind the closed doors lied
the essence of the Santa Clara
community and the family aspect
that it brought.
Loyola resident Kayti
Ramirez '15 liked to say,
"There's no place like home. Or
Sobrato."
While being a resident on
the east side may seem like a
student would be separated from
the rest of school, it's not quite
so.
Ramierz described her day
as going out and spending time
with people around campus,
but having her suite as refuge to
come back and spend time with
her 'family' Everyone brought
their own personality to the suite
and everyone played a role in up-
keeping the living space, while
staying on good terms.
And just like being home,
living in a suite gave students the
ability to invite larger amounts
of guests to spend time with
them to create more private and
hospitable environments.
While people may not have
run around from door to door
as in Swig or Dunne, there still
were countless opportunities for
students to socialize within their
Residential Learning Community
with events such as ice skating,
baking, playing sports and more.
Whether they gathered for a
meal prepared by a suite member
or put up festive decorations, the
students on east side knew how
to bring the family atmosphere
into their home away from home.
By Jonathan Tadros
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The west side of campus
was always thriving with activity.
The dorms were lit up, people
ran around playing a variety of
sports including Ultimate Frisbee,
baseball and football on the
Kennedy Lawn, and the lounges
were crammed with people
doing homework, socializing or
catching up on much needed
sleep.
The west side's close-
quarter environment forced
students to leave their rooms and
meet new people, and as Joe
Singer '16 pointed out, "The
best part of the west side is the
people in the community."
The west side was full of
vibrant and energetic freshman,
returning sophomores, and
the handful of seasoned
upperclassmen.
"People are really friendly
so you're able to have fun doing
whatever you want," said Singer.
This welcoming and inviting
community made the transition
to college extremely easy for
students.
According to Singer, the
transition to dorm life was simple
and easy because "you jump
right into all the activities the west
side has to offer and it feels like
home."
The west side helped
students to make a place for
themselves at Santa Clara,
because for many students, this
was their first time being away
from their family for an extended
period of time. Santa Clara
was the beginning of student's
lives on their own, without the
constant support from parents
and the west side served to
make students feel like they
belonged and helped to support
them during their transition to
college life.
The west side community
was a tightly knit group that
did almost everything together.
From dorm wide dinners to
longue sleep overs, the west side
facilitated community through its
warm and lively spirit and the
constant stream of activities that
it had to offer.
By Giovanni Briggs
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Dunne residents groo
to Wii's "Just Dance"
game in the basement.
Connor Green '15 and Alyosha
Sinkevich '15 escape their
dorm rooms and study for their
finals in Kennedy Commons.
RESIDENT LIFE: WEST SIDE
ACTIVITIES
Bucky shows off his dance
ring fhe men's
baskel jainst Utah
State on November 28th.
Ryan Tursi '14 shows his
support for the Broncos.
LIKE, FOLLOW,
SUPPORT
RUFF RIDERS FIND NEW
WAYS TO CONNECT
THROUGH SOCIAL MEDIA
It's halftime, and over the
loudspeakers you can hear
"make sure to like the Ruff
Riders on Facebook and follow
us on Twitter." With the addition
of Instagram and a fan page on
Facebook, the Ruff Riders found
ways to connect to coaches,
athletes and the student body
on a whole new level and
behind it all is Angeli King '15,
the Ruff Riders special events
coordinator.
"Last year we didn't
capitalize on social media as
much," said King. "So this year
we're trying to do that by fixing
up the Instagram account and
turned our Facebook into a fan
page instead."
Ruff Riders reached outside
of the normal flyers and emails to
gain the attention of the student
body.
"Everyone on campus
has Facebook or Instagram so
it is the easiest way to contact
students as opposed to email,"
said President Ezana Tesfu
'13. "We have 3,000 people
on average a week check our
Facebook so that's awesome.
It's a good connection between
staff, students and faculty."
When a status is posted,
an event is created on Facebook,
or a photo is taken on Instagram,
followers can be in the know as
soon as it happens.
72 SHLEYNGL
"Whatever we post people
see it right away," said Tesfu.
"On Instagram you can see the
pictures and you can relate to it
right away."
Coaches and athletes can
also communicate with Ruff
Riders and share their own posts.
"It's more of a personal
thing. They can connect with
us through comments or liking.
Athletes get to talk to us as well
and follow us back," said King.
"That's good to see that they're
not afraid to interact with Ruff
Riders. They do appreciate the
support. They want us at the
games."
The Ruff Riders reached
out to gain more support through
the use of social media and it
showed promising improvement.
With around 1 ,000 new members
this year alone, Ruff Riders is the
largest club on campus. They
hope to continue this and watch
school spirit grow.
"The more we support
the athletes, they're going to
show greater results at the end
of the day they need you, they
cannot win without you," said
Tesfu. "Every year the whole
point is to bring more Ruff Riders
to the games and support our





Mora '13 throws burgers
onto the grill in preparation
for the Gonzaqa qame.





"JESUITS PULL A DIFFERENT PART OF FAITH
OUT OF PEOPLE. . . ITS OK IF YOU DON'T











On campus mass was a
time for students to take a break
from their hectic schedules and
the heavy demands of college
life.
This year's Search retreats
were opportunities for students
to deepen their faith or find a new
community of friends.
"You don't have to be
religious to go on Search," said
Carey Parker '13, a senior who
went on the retreat. "Search is
a very different experience for
each person involved. You are
exposed to a type of community
you normally wouldn't be
exposed to."
Retreating into Mission
Springs, in the Santa Cruz hills,
Search members were given time
to center them selves through
individual reflection during an
overnight excursion.
As a special time to think
about the past, future and
present, the retreat taught Santa




their faith with their everyday
lives. During the retreat, students
shared with each other their
experiences regarding their own
individual faith.
"Jesuits pull a different
part of faith out of people," said
Parker. "I have learned that
praying can be in a conversation
with a friend. The Jesuits didn't
pressure me to believe what
they wanted me to believe. They
taught me that different people
have different views; it's okay if
you don't believe the same thing
as the person next to you."
Santa Clara students used
mass and search as guides in




"TO BE THE FIRST GENERATION IS A GOOD




speaks to a group of
LEAD freshmen to start
off the new year.
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1REACHING OUT
.EAD SCHOLARS BUILD A COMMUNITY TO EXPERIENCE
ALLEGE TOGETHER
It's the beginning of
mmer and freshmen are
Bparing for orientation. On their
-do list is summer reading, and
' LEAD students, a particular
>ok connected with their unique
cumstance.
"I read Franciso Jiminez's
>ok Reaching Out and he talked
iout his struggle of being a first
meration student. His parents
sre not financially stable and
iving issues at home so he
anted to quit but he decided
at he had to stay," said Sean
imagiwa '16. "I guess it's the
me for me. My parents put a
: of time and hard work into this
! it has to be worth something."
For first generation
jdents, college can be a
lunting experience. With so
any uncertainties, the LEAD
ogram seeks to help incoming
ishmen with their transition.
"LEAD was really
eaningful in terms of connecting
with and meeting people," said
Maile Pujalet '14, originally from
Hawaii. "I got to know people in
my LEAD class and that really
helped because I knew people
coming into the school year."
LEAD provided support
for students and helped make
the start of college a little less
intimidating.
"The fact that our parents
hadn't gone to college or had
that experience, we were kind of
on our own," said Pujalet. "We
didn't know what it was going
to be like and couldn't ask our
parents so it was a helpful way to
get adjusted into the school and
the college lifestyle."
LEAD brought students
together with peer mentors
and faculty to help them in any
way possible, academic and
personal, to ensure the students
felt that they had the tools for
successful college careers.
"All the LEAD mentors are
only a year older, but I feel like
they can act as parents in a way.
There's always people around
me to encourage me," said
Yamagiwa. "There's an inside
community within a community.
It's a different group of people
and we're all connected."
Through classes, seminars
and LEAD week, students got
to know each other and find out
about the resources available to
them on campus.
"My favorite part is knowing
that I always have the faculty and
staff associated with LEAD to
turn to. They really help direct
you in any form of college life,"
said Pujalet.
However, the most
impactful thing for LEAD students
was the people they got to know,
especially their peers.
"At first, I didn't really talk
to anyone because it was just
hard and college was different.
I didn't really know people and
didn't want to open up," said
Yamagiwa. "Everyone's really
encouraging and open to help
us so I want to do the same
because I understand the
struggles everyone else would
be going through too."
For them, being a first
generation student was more
than being a part of LEAD.
"It makes you feel like
you've overcome more," said
Michael Kelly '14, a peer
mentor. "I try not to think of it as
a disadvantage. LEAD actually
makes it kind of an advantage."
Through their experiences
throughout college, the LEAD
scholars are paving the way for
not only their lives but others' as
well.
"To be the first generation
is a good experience and I feel
like I'm leading my family now. It's





Tom Wheeler ' 1 6 gets ready to










CLUBS ADD EVEN MORE
CREATIVITY TO THE CAMPUS
COMMUNITY
Whether they were out with
a camera or running around with
a broom, students were able to
find clubs that fit their passion.
Even though Griffin Burns
'16 was only a freshman, he
already started to make an impact
at Santa Clara. He wanted to be
a part of something creative,
but he was surprised to find we
lacked a photography club. He
realized that unless people were
enrolled in a photography class,
there was little opportunity for
people to try this creative art
form.
"I feel like photography is
a big enough hobby for enough
people," said Burns.
Now anyone could try
photography out without the
pressure of a grade and people
of all skill levels were able to join
in. Burns and his club aimed to
organize photo shoots, photo
scavenger hunts in San Francisco
and other fun events that could
bring everyone together.
Students who were
looking for more action or a new
adventure were able to find an
escape in Santa Clara Quidditch.
Wally Gonzalez '14 and
Gabby Bricker '14 were invited
to play a quick game down at
UCLA and realized that Quidditch
is much more than a game that
has its roots based in the Harry
Potter series, it's a sport.
"You don't even have to
read the books or be a Harry
Potter fan," said Gonzalez. "This
is an actual sport that you can
actually do."
Over the past few years
Quidditch has grown in popularity
over the United States.
"If you go in with an
open mind and don't have any
judgements about it, you're
going to really enjoy it," said
Gonzalez. "It's like a combination
of basketball, soccer, dodge ball.
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MORE THAN JUST SOCIALIZING, ACADEMIC FRATERNITIES
TEACH PRACTICAL SKILLS AND HELP STUDENTS EXCEL
Academic frats have it all,
brotherhood and brains. The
business fraternities in particular
networked on and off campus
this year to develop each one
of their members into potential
future business leaders. They
taught their members how to
market themselves, interview
well and present themselves
professionally.
Alpha Kappa Psi especially
took on this challenge. Open
to all majors, AKPsi aimed to
develop the best leaders in any
field. No matter the careers
Santa Clara students pursued,
AKPsi believed all collegiate
students should understand
the fundamental principles of
business.
AKPsi took in 19 new
members this year, bringing
their chapter to a total of 100
members. While Alpha Kappa
Psi is a business fraternity, not
all members are strictly business
majors.
"Everything revolves around
business in some way," said
Bryce Yee '13. "Whether you're
a doctor or lawyer or anything
like that, there are business skills
that come along with running
your own practice."
In addition, to excel in
business Yee believed that "its' all
about surrounding yourself with
the right people." Yee credits his
fraternity as the foundation of his
professional development.
Unlike most typical
fraternities, academic frats have
an academic focus, not a social
one.
"We take the brotherhood
aspect of our fraternity seriously,"
said Andrew Reeves '13,
president of AKPsi. "But the main
difference between our fraternity
and others is our professional
development. Our fraternity
develops the professional side of
your college experience."
From kayak trips to resume
building, AKPsi made strong
relationships within their fraternity
this year and set their members
on a path toward their future
goals.
The fraternity looks for
specific qualities in their pledges.
"You need to show a lot
of drive and passion," said
Charlotte Witter '14, from the
2011 pledge class. "We also
look for people who have room
to grow, and who really want to
be a part of something we love
to be a part of."
Above all, Reeves led th
fraternity with a firm goal in mine
"We try to instill within ou
brothers five core values; th
building blocks for success
brotherhood, knowledge
service, unity and integrity," sai>
Reeves.
They pushed their member
to exemplify these values outsid
of the classroom and beyon
their time at Santa Clara.
"We embody these value
in what we do as a fraternity,
said Reeves. "We try and develo
leaders that also embody thes
values in their profession,
career."
By Russell White &
Sara Markwith
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Killian Poore ' 1 4 makes a new
friend at the petting zoo.
Stuc
put on by the Multicull
Week.
:s' artwork is showcased
in front of the library to
celebrate Bronco talent.
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"[WE] WANT TO FOCUS AROUND A
HOMECOMING TYPE IDEA AND BUILD UP THE
GAME OR EVENTS THAT WEEK, ESPECIALLY






'<RONCOS FLAUNT THEIR SCHOOL SPIRITAND CELEBRATE
It's not often that dogs and
)bits run around on campus
J people pack events, but for
)nco Week the school buzzed
h enthusiasm.
Students were encouraged
show off their Bronco pride
attending everything from a
tting zoo to the traditional Red
d White Ball.
Whether decked out in
Rough Rider shirts or dancing in
a red ball gown, students across
campus flocked to events in their
honor.
The entire week built up to
the big game against the Gaels
where students came out in full
force to support our team.
"[We] want to focus around
a homecoming type idea and
build up the game or events
that week, especially the biggest
game of the year," said Jack
Schneeman '13.
Students filled the Leavey
Center to cheer on the men's
basketball team as they took on
Bay Area rival Saint Mary's in a
heated game.
For many, the most
anticipated part of Bronco week
was packing the Rough Rider
section with their friends.
The hype building up
to the game brought school






WHEN IT COMES DOWN TO IT, WE ALL ATTEND SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY
FOR THE GREAT EDUCATIONAL EXPERIENCE. NATALIA PAVLINA '13, KELLY
RYAN '15 AND ROSA GARIBO '14 LEARN MORE ABOUT SUSTAINABILITY BY
EXPERIENCING HOW SCU DISPOSES OF OUR WASTE.
85
ACADEMICS
Lyons ' 1 6 take a
the Arts and Scie
Joey
atrick
Home to more than 30 majors,
the College of Arts and Sciences
tho tarnp e on oamoL
THE SKY
THE SCHOOL OFARTS AND
SCIENCES SHOWS PROMISE
This year the Arts and
Sciences Department gave
undergraduate students
opportunities to learn what they
love and love what they do. From
communication to biology, these
students were proud to say that
what they chose to study as an
undergrad didn't limit them in
their choices for internships.
"The skill set that you learn
being a history major allows you
to succeed in all different types
of careers," said Guy Marzorati
'13. "You won't have the same
career for the rest of your life so
learning how to read, write and
analyze effectively can be applied
to anything."
Arts and Science majors
applied what they learned in the
classroom to their everyday lives.
"It doesn't matter if you
like it or not, politics affects your
life," said Vitalis Obidi '13. You
86 {: 'SSEL
can't trust everything you hear in
news media, you have to do your
own research."
Diego Mora '13, an
environmental studies major, also
applied what he learned to his
personal life.
"When I think of science
I think of the building blocks to
life," said Mora. "If you're trying
to reach a goal, like supply water
to a community, you have to
understand the science behind
it. So environmental studies is a
lot more hands on than people
think, you see it every day around
you."
Students agreed that the
best part about being an arts
and sciences major was learning
what most specialists already
know and then realizing what















In the Leavey School of
Business tomorrow's leaders
fine tuned their knowledge for
business in a forever changing
world.
Business classes helped
pave the way for sucess in the
future for many students.
"A lot of people don't really
know what they want to do with
their lives," said Gavin Zerbe
'14. But the business school was
a great way to help find yourself
and keep doors open when
students were unsure about their
future, according to Zerbe.
The major didn't define who
students were and a background
in business was a launch point
to help many students start a
business or find a job.
The Leavey School of
Business was a great foundation
to help budding businessmen
and women gain knowledge
and insight that they would have
not learned in another major or
school.
"In business class I don't
really feel like I'm doing busy
work a lot of the time," said
Zerbe. "I feel like its stuff that I
need to do to like learn about the
business world."
By Geoff Bray




and out of one of the three
i leering Halls.
GENIUS
ENGINEERING IS HOME TO
SOME OF THE SMARTEST
From the keyboard to the
hacksaw, engineers at Santa
Clara were pushing the limits





engineering school put out
some of the brightest innovative
thinkers to enter into the Silicon
Valley.
But it all started in the
classroom and labs, where
lengthy homework and projects
were dealt out.
"The school of engineering
here has broadened my vision of
the burdens in society and has
trained me to confidently relive
those burdens and make for a
better future," said civil major
Alyosha Sinkevich "15
At the heart of
undergraduate courses,
Sinkevich found it especially
interesting to be involved with so
many hands on activities in the
lab as well as on the computer.
One hundred and one
years since the founding of the
school, it looked a bit different
from what it once was. Stocked
with high tech machinery that
can put nearly 200 tons of force
on a pile and labs to determine
the circuitry of solar panels,
engineers had the remarkable
ability to put the theory from the
classroom in to practice.
At the pinnacle of an
engineering student's career at
Santa Clara comes their senior
design project. Every engineer
has to create a design that
pertains to their major and could
better the world around them.
Hayley Dickson '13
worked on her senior project and
planned to make a difference
outside of our borders. Stretching
all the way to the Philippines,
Dickson described her project as
building disaster relief housing for
the developing nation.
"I have always wanted to
do a senior design project where
I can apply what I've learned
in school to something that
does some good in the world,"
said Dickson. "This project fits
perfectly with that, given the
recent destruction in areas of
Polynesia and countries like
Haiti due to natural disasters like
earthquakes and flooding."
Without hesitation,
the engineers carried their
knowledge through their classes
here and started to apply the




















STUDENTS ABROAD BRING HOME MORE THAN SOUVENIRS
Claudia Fernandez '14
looked over rolling, vibrant green
hills and a landscape touched by
small pieces of shrapnel, bullet
casings and the blood of Oscar
Romero. The Central American
sun touched her hair before
entering her eyes. Although El
Salvador was thousands of miles
away from Santa Clara, being
here was calming for Fernandez.
During fall quarter,
Fernandez studied abroad in El
Salvador, a trip that shook her
foundations and opened her
perspective.
"I ended up in a more urban
community which was really
affected by the El Salvadorian
Civil War from '80-'92," said
Fernandez. "Everyone you talk to
has in some way been changed
by the conflict, if it's not a direct
connection; it's certainly the loss
of one's home or relocation to
another community."
Fernandez brought their
culture and their experiences
home with her.
"I heard stories from middle
aged men and women about
death squads coming in to look
for people, people my parents
age," said Fernandez.
Her daily routine was filled
with breath-taking landscapes
and people with a lot more than
a nice car or gaudy high heels.
"I spent time with a family
of 11 kids, originally 14," said
Fernandez "In one instance
the mother of this large family
recounted that each child she
had marked a significant part of
her life, especially in the context
of the war. The three children whc
were lost resemble moments
before, during and after the war.
It's unfortunate that this is the
souvenir she was left with, bill
it's the reality for El Salvadorians".
While at Santa Clara i
is easy for students to exisl
within a comfortable bubble ol
safety, focus and community
students like Fernandez broughi
back what they learned and the
experiences of thousands ol
people to campus.
By Ezequiel Olvera
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what was your dream
:areer when you
/vere a child and why?
MY DREAM CAREER WAS TO
5E A TEACHER BECAUSE I
.OVED THE SMELL OF PAPER
\ND PENCILS. LATER ON I
REALIZED I LIKED TO BE WITH
'OUNG PEOPLE AND LEARN AS
yiUCH AS I CAN."
FREDERICK
PARRELLA





WHAT IS YOUR MOST
MEMORABLE MOMENT
AT SANTA CLARA?





MARRIED IN THE MISSION
CHURCH IN 2006 TO MATT,
A FELLOW ALUM WHO I MET
DURING MY FIRST YEAR IN
SWIG AND DID NOT START
DATING UNTIL SIX YEARS
LATER. YOU NEVER KNOW
WHO YOU MAY MEET AT SCU."
"A CLASS IN DRAMA IN
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SPECIAL
FEATURES
A student jots down
important discussion points





The club meetings were
often supplemented by











Ever had a deep thought
that you wanted to discuss
or share with people? Not
sure where to have intellectual
discussions? Cafe Socrates is
an undergraduate philosophy
discussion group that met every
week and provided both.
Amber Nelson '15
joined the group to have deep
conversations and have her brain
"chew on something: when not
in class," according to Nelson.
The topics changed
week to week and ranged from
heroism to whether war is ever
morally justified. The discussions
never got out of hand and the
professors really wanted to hear
what the students had to say,
said Nelson. Plus there were
always treats for people to snack
on.
Despite their conversations,
the group never really came to
conclusions. "Every time I walk
into Cafe Socrates it feels like
Christmas morning and I am
about to open a new toy and
it's really complicated," said
Nelson. "It's like a Rubik's cube
or something and I get to mess
with it for hours and hours." As
Professor Scott Labarge often
joked, "Philosophers don't ever
get much done."
Cafe Socrates was the
result of students yearning for
more and questioning everything.
They discussed ideas that were
generally not brought up in regular
classes and gave students the
opportunity to explore deep
within the mind to find new things
about themselves and the world
around them.
By Geoffrey Bray
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We all have wild
imaginations, we just can't
always illustrate them the way
we picture them. But for artists at
Santa Clara, sharing their minds'
imagery is what it's all about.
From the mouse and keyboard
to the concrete and chalk, artists
around Santa Clara manifested
their creative abilities, as well as
remarkable talents, to bring light
to the artistic side of the Bronco
student body.
The students' art was more
than the science of what looks
good, but rather the emotion and
feel behind each piece of work
that brings it to life. However,
doing this was not as easy as
this gifted community made it
seem. With limited resources
and small workspaces, the art
center made it difficult to fit
large classes and give everyone
enough workspace.
This lack of space cut back
on time spent in the art rooms
for many student artists and
made it difficult for them to get
their minds running and hands
moving.
Many students' talents
remained unknown — they were
usually on their own and didn't
get much help getting their work
featured around campus or in
the surrounding area. While on
campus the Santa Clara Review
or the de Saisset museum were
the two main outlets, the art
must be reviewed through a
competitive process to be put on
display.
Given that the population of
the art major was low relative to
other majors, it could also prove
to be difficult for artists to work
together.
For Anne Nino '13 it was
a challenge to collaborate with
other artists because everyone
had their own medium or creative
angle to all of their work.
Even though the challenges
represent themselves, being in
the art school is very rewarding
for those artists. "It's a process
that's dying," said Nino, "So
carrying that on and holding it to
a level of excellence that is high
feels really good."
Maintaining this excellence
was a key aspect for senior
multi-medium artist Phillip
Martinelli '13. As a philosophy
and art double major, Martinelli
channeled his ideas about the
absurdity of the human species
into his senior art show. His
medium was a mixture of ink and
watercolor and he made them
into 3-D dioramas.
"Tracing my process and
knowing that I am getting better
at what I am doing with every
piece makes it all worth it," said
Martinelli.
Art lets us channel our
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INTO THE
OUTDOORS
LEAVING A LEGACY FOR
YEARS TO COME
In the fall of freshman year
Andrew Noonan '14 was going
on one of his first trips through
the Santa Clara's club Into the
Wild. There were seven students
total in the minivan heading to the





was the leader of the group.
Two years later his unbridled
leadership took the club to new
heights. After taking over as
president of Into The Wild in his
sophomore year, Noonan, now
a junior, has expanded the club
far greater than his predecessors
could have ever imagined.
With a club network of
500 students, Into The Wild has
grown from a small collective of
close friends to an outlet for any
and all students who want to
find something fun to do on the
weekends.
With nearly 10 percent of
the student body participating,
Into The Wild's expansive
growth was more than merely
its numbers. With a proposal
being submitted early winter
quarter, Noonan hoped to have
Into The Wild join in the ranks of
Santa Clara's current Chartered
Student Organizations.
"We've been having all of
our gear in dorm rooms," said
Noonan. "It gets burdening on
our staff as opposed to having an
office space, a central location...
some place where students
can come to us as opposed to
finding us tabling."
Noonan hoped to gain CSO
status and a permanent location
for Into the Wild to continue to
grow into.
"One of the most exciting
things about the club has been
the growth, and it has been so
incredibly fast," said Charlotte
Hohorst '15. "It started [with]
some guys keeping their gear in
their garage and just taking trips
in their car up to the weekend,
and this past fall quarter we've
had at least somewhere between
two and three trips every single
weekend completely maxed
out."
More than just weekend
trips, Into the Wild has offered
their services to other groups
on campus. Noonan and his
team have reached out to
RLCs, bringing floors on hiking
trips. They also organized
a trip to San Francisco for
international students following
the international student summer
orientation session.
Noonan wants to also start
a pre-orientation program for
incoming freshmen starting next
academic year. They hope that a
transition to CSO status will not
only help provide more trips for
the student body to enjoy, but
also help maintain the legacy
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From London to Palo Alto,
Santa Clara students explored
the many career possibilities to
find the right job for them.
"Internships are a great
way to really discover what you
really want to do" said Justin
Graham '13 as he recalled
his many experiences with
internships throughout his four
years at Santa Clara. "I traveled
in the tube for half an hour, got off
the tube, jumped onto a double
decker bus for another half hour,
and out in the brink of London
arrived at a small credit union."
The entire internship
experience helped students get
an inside look at how companies
are established, maintained and
developed. Eric Defina '14, an
environmental science major and
economics minor, changed it up
a bit as a social media intern with
the Sierra Club in Palo Alto.
"I try to spread the word
about the Sierra Club, what it
actually is and does, through a
Facebook page putting together
events," said Defina. "My first
post actually caught a lot of
attention from both the Facebook
community and the Sierra Club."
Defina explained that
though his internship duties
did not particularly apply to his
studies here at Santa Clara,
the experience and knowledge
gained was something that
helped with his idea of what he
wants to do later in life.
More than the actual work
experience, students were able
to explore the possibilities of
their future with internships. For
some, this meant more then one
internship to hone in on what
they were truly interested in.
With a large spectrum
of internships under his belt
Graham was able to discover
what he wanted to do in his
career, and an internship that
started out incredibly intimidating
became his most influential.
"My boss was from
England, coworker was from
Jamaica, another from Portugal,
one guy was from Ireland
that I could not understand,
and the other intern was from
Kazakhstan," said Graham. "It
was an experience that pushed
me out of my comfort zone."
However, not everyone
fell in love with their internship,
but no matter how miserable,
the learning experience was
valuable.
"Sometimes a bad
internship is a good internship,"
said Graham.
Whether managing
media campaigns or working
internationally, internships were
one of the many ways Santa
Clara students went above and
beyond to find their passions and
career goals.
"Do something different,










for Santa Clara students
LAYING
THE FORGE FOSTERS TASTY
TREATS AND EDUCATION
Nowhere else on campus
can you find cutting edge
technology 'and chickens.
This year The Forge, Santa
Clara's community garden,
welcomed the Ripple House, the
third place winner of the 2007
Solar Decathlon. The house
is now a hub of activity in the
garden as the central meeting
space for volunteers and visitors
as well as hosting an educational
tour on sustainable living and the
new office space for The Forge.
In the shadow of the solar
panels chickens scratched for
a tasty lunch and volunteers
dug in the soil to plant a new
crop, harvest or do many of the
other tasks to keep the garden
productive.
While the garden did
produce some food that was
taken home by the volunteers
and donated to local shelters,
the main focus of the garden is
to promote education.
The Forge is helping people
become "more educated and
more aware of what you are
eating, what you are putting in
your mouth," according to Olivia
106
Benson '14. Although The Forge
has always been based around
education, Benson found that
it was more than just "the food,
plants, farming, biology, it's kind
of like bioengineering also."
The Forge placed much
of its focus on creating an
educational space from the
garden and solar house. There
had been an over arching
approach toward sustainability,
but now the solar house has
expanded its focus to energy in
general. The garden helped to
teach students of all ages and
local community members about
food consciousness, responsible
eating and the carbon footprint
we leave behind.
Classes and clubs went out
to The Forge to be educated on
the farming process and where
food comes from. In addition,
The Forge was host to many field
trips for local elementary school
classes who were able to get a
taste of the harvest fresh from













In the bottom of Benson on
the opposite end of The Cellar
lies the office of one of the most
accessible, welcoming, and
friendly clubs on campus - the
Rainbow Resource Center.
Above all, the Rainbow
Resource Center provided a safe
space on campus.
"We want to make students
of the LGBTQ community feel
welcomed on campus and have
a place where they can go to
feel more understood," said
Devin Wakefield '14, who is
responsible for training all of the
club's volunteers.
The club first opened in
201 1 on Halloween and since
then has provided an extremely
inviting space for all members of
the communities to go to. Their
office, complete with a large
sofa, sugary treats and a giant
teddy bear, always has people
in it, including at least one club
volunteer to field questions and
make visitors comfortable.
Before the club opened,
Wakefield said, "A lot of people
in the LGBTO community felt
like our school was especially
closeted. I think a lot of students
with a more conservative
background had no ways to
find any other members of the
LGBTO community."
Now, according to
Wakefield, with the creation of
the Rainbow Resource Center,
the campus has "a space where
people can just walk in and just
ask questions. It helps connect














STUDENT DJS AND BANDS
MIX DIVERSE BEATS
S$
Music is a way to unwind
and create a sense of reality
through sound. Many people
don't realize the time and effort
that an average tune takes before
its ready for general ears, except
perhaps the many talented young
performers from singers to DJs
who call Santa Clara University
their home.
Across campus this year
there was a divide in music lovers
between those who danced
and vibed with electronic sound
or sang along with vocals and
traditional instruments.
David Belogolvsky '13
saw this change better than
most. As a full time student and a
key part of Top Shelf Productions,
a DJ and lighting company, he
realized that music is changing
and now it's not just about all
electronic music or all about rock
music. Rather, it's about a fusion
of both to create a hybrid that is
yet to be heard.
He encouraged everyone to
"ride the digital wave" and enjoy
what this fusion has brought.
Another talented artist at
our school was Jackie Gage
'13. She made her dream a reality
by fearlessly taking the stage
multiple times this year both on
and off campus. On stage she
transformed into a confident
performer. She learned how to
"take that nervousness and turn
it into something beautiful," said
Gage.
While for some, music was
just a way to escape the daily
grind of homework and midterms,
for those like Belogolvsky and
Gage, music was a way to form
an identity and make themselves
known across campus.
By Goeffrey Bray
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A NEW WAY TO STAY
UPDATED
Better than any app,
Instagram kept your friends and
family up to date on your life and
jealous of your lunch.
What started as an app
that was solely associated with
hipsters quickly spread until
everyone and their mom had it.
It may not have turned
everyone into a professional
photographer, Put it did give
students on campus a way
to capture their daily lives and
connect with their friends and
family.
"I use Instagram because
I think it's a cool way of staying
connected with friends through
pictures," said Noelani Viloria
'13. "It's not really socially
acceptable to post constant
photo streams of your life on other
social media sites like Facebook.
Instagram is the exception."
For some, Instagram was
a key part of keeping in touch
with family and feeling like they
weren't so far from home.
"It has allowed me to
reconnect with friends that I
haven't seen or spoken to in a
long time," said Viloria. "It's kind
of cool to see what they're up
to and what their interests are
through pictures."
Across campus, clubs
and even the university joined
Instragram to let students
contribute their pictures and
experiences. Some of our sports
teams let everyone into the lives
of their athletes on and off the
field.
"One of my coaches
thought it would be a good idea
to help promote us and just
for people to get to know us a
little more on a personal level
by getting an Instagram," said
Meagan Fulps '13, a captain
of the women's basketball team.
"Now she posts several pictures
everyday and we have been
getting more followers."
Whether it was a
mouth-watering cupcake, an
embarrassing group shot, or
a victory dance after a win,
Instagram captured and shared
our daily lives and our best
memories from the year.
By Mandy Ferreira
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STUDENT PORTRAITS
LAUREN FARWELL (LEFT) AND ALISON ROGEL (RIGHT) MET
SAMANTHA MCROBERTS (CENTER) ABROAD. JUNIORS WHO
STUDIED ABROAD HAD THE CHANCE TO MEET STUDENTS
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LIKE MOST FRESHMEN, COLIN TURNER, TOM PLATA AND MAR-
TIN PRADO TAKE ADVANTAGE OF DORM LIFE AS A GREAT
PLACE TO MEET FRIENDS. THE THREE ENJOY SHOOTING





















































































WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE SINGER/BAND?
Then: Hilary Duff, she was the best!
Now: Atmosphere
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE ACTIVITY?
Then: Making pretend pies out of the bubbles from
my bubble baths and giving them to my parents.
Now: Napping, Salsa Clara, watching Breaking
Bad
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT?
Then: Mini Golf!















































































































































































































































































































WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE ACTIVITY?
Then: Taking long walks with friends
Now: Anything non-school related -- namely
watching Disney classics and doing cartwheels in
the grass
WHAT DO YOU CONSIDER EXERCISE?
Then: Ballet
Now: Walking up the stairs of the engineering
building
WHAT DO YOU APPRECIATE?
Then: Health and education















































































































































































































































































































WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE BOOK?
Then: Charlotte's Web
Now: Lord of the Rings & Gone with the Wind
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE FOOD?
Then: Japanese sticky rice
Now: Japanese curry chicken (with sticky rice)
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE ACTIVITY?
Then: Climbing trees
















































































































































































































































































































HOMETOWN: BONNEY LAKE, WA
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE FOOD?
Then: Otter pop crazed.
Now: Caprese sandwich
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE ACTIVITY?
Then: G.I. Joe's.
Now: Trail running!
















































































































































WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE ACTIVITY?
Then: Watching TV
Now: Hanging out with friends & napping
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE FOOD?
Then: Pizza and pasta
Now: Chicken strips from the Bronco, and Cup
Noodle
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE SCHOOL
SUBJECT?













































































































































HOMETOWN: MERCY ISLAND, WA
WHAT DID YOU THINK COLLEGE WOULD BE
LIKE?
Then: I thought it would never come! It was so far
away, I couldn't even imagine high school but then
it all passed by so fast.
Now: How did I spend 40 dollars on Taco Bell last
night?
WHAT WAS YOUR FAVORITE SPORT?
Then: Lacrosse and soccer.
Now: Not so much soccer anymore. But I still love
and play lacrosse here at Santa Clara
WHAT DO YOU APPRECIATE?
Then: Saturday morning cartoons!
Now: I appreciate sleep a lot (no longer watching
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EDUARDO SOLIS AND ALEXANDRIA CABRAL SPEND SOME
DOWN TIME PUTTING TOGETHER A PUZZLE. SOPHMORE YEAR



























































































1. 1 ran a 5.11 mile in high school.
2. I'm scared of kites.
3. 1 read a lot on my spare time.















































































































































































































































































































TWO TRUTHS & 111 V
. m terrified of snakes.
I have duel citizenship (US & UK).
1 . 1 met President uoama lasx y
2. I've sung in Carnegie Hall.
3. 1 did ballet for 13 years.




















































































































































































































































































pizza.1 . My fav
2. 1 play piano.
3. 1 have no favorite color.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TWO TRUTHS & 111 V
uerto Rico for three
years.
2. Paul McCartney played at my
sweet 16.
3. I'm half-Mexican.
1. 1 have a tattoo o.
Bible verse under it.
2. 1 have more than 50 first cousins.
3. 1 told Michael Phelps he wears
weird shoes.






































































































































I hae gone skydiving.
2. I've been to multiple raves.
In high school, I convinced a
ibstitute teacher that I was foreign
and didn't speak english.



























































RUSSELL WETHERLEY, ERIC DEFINA, MARK BLUTH, ANTHONY
QUIROZ, AND JIM BRENNAN ENJOY THE RITE OF PASSAGE






















































































Coloring in those big
velvet things
2. Watching Fairly Odd
Parents
3. Helping my mom cook
1
.
Reading a good book
snuggled up by a fire
2. Doing zumba with my
friends & working out in
general















































































































































































































































































































Lucky - Britney Spears
2. Steal my Sunshine - len




Dancing on my Own - Robyn
2. Inner O - Dems
3. Orifice Origami - Reptar














































































































































































































































































































The Big Comfy Couch














3. Making blanket forts





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FROM THE REDWOOD, WE WISH YOU GOOD LUCK ON YOUR LAST YEAR!
jre your new roommate won't be like the last one who wore tinfoil socks and had a tendency to occa-
iate in the refrigerator. You're sure you'll pass Math 106 this time around. You're determined to actually
I
lis year and not just sit around in your dorm eating spray cheese from a can and watching
175
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THE BOYS - MAX NAPIER, KYLE TERRIERE, OLLIE NAPIER, NOAH
RICKLING, SHAFA BANIANI, DAVID STEENSON, SEENA RATCLIFFE, AND
MICHAEL SCHLESSELMANN - OF 714 MAPLES TAKE A MOMENT TO
COMMODERATE THEIR STRONG 4 YEAR FRIENDSHIP WITH A PHOTO,
EVER SINCE LIVING TOGETHER FRESHMAN YEAR.
177
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Harun Abdi Neda Abootorabi Zoraida Aceves Anton Achondoa
Accounting Biology Sociology Music
Information Systems
Gee Alison Randy Sumanto Aliwarga Gabriela Alvarado
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a very solid group of girl
friends since my freshman year at Santa Clara, and
'" cause they are originally from all over the country, I
will miss the littlest things about having them around,
such as having that shoulder to cry when I break
into tears in Benson, or racing to get the spot by the
























Katherine Busch Eloise Callander Michelle Camp Michael Caracciolo


































































































Kanishk Desai Satej Desai Spencer Devereaux Brian Devoto Amanda Dewey Lauren Dewitt
Finance Civil Engineering Accounting Bioengineering Biology Economics















Katherine Fallon Jasmine Farias Bobby Fatemi











Monica Ferrone William Finn John Flesher Joseph Fletcher Richard Fong Sean Foote



































_ James Hill III Julia Hirt Mackenzie Hirt Athena Hong















Shasha Jiang Bianca Johnson Jaslyn Johnson Lauren Johnson Shannon Johnston
Finance Liberal Studies
& Enviromental Studies




%Samantha Juda Carlo Jurez Kurt Jurgens
Communication Biology Computer Science
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FOR YOU?
back to my countr :k what
I learned. I want to work for few years and then



















Katherine Kennedy Joseph Kerwin Nazish Khan Meghan Khurana



























Michele Livingstone Michael Long Chloe Looker Bianca Lopez












Maria Lopez Mia Lopez Sofia Lopez Stephanie Lucas
Psychology Finance Anthropology Communication &
Women's and Gender Studies French and Francophone
Studies
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Juliana Moreno Paula Moreno Elizabeth "Lucy" Morgan Erica Morimoto Gareth Mori


















Thao "Ally" Nguyen Uyen Nguyen Vicky Nguyen Nicky Nienow Birch
Accounting Accounting Biology Public Health Science
& Information Systems & Political Science
Kristee Ogata Brandon Ohara Terra Oldham Ezequiel Olvera Rosalinda Ortega John Ouimet
Civil Engineering Mechanical Engineering Mechanical Engineering Studio Art Political Science
;', Spanish
Accounting
Angeles Oviedo Drew Ozanne Matt Ozanne Kristina Pabayo
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vould definitely be my
[Tennis] team. It makes me sad to think that I will not
be seeing them everyday like I've been for the past
4 years. I'm definitely not ready to say good bye yet.
We've gone through so much on and off the court. I
can definitely say my team is the reason why I loved
my college experience. It may sound cheesy but they























































Rica Santos Vanessa Santoya Jenna Saso




































































Hannah Tanaka Michelle Tang Priscar Tangai Jonathan Taniguchi





















































Web Design & Engineering
William Truong Nathaniel Tseng MattTu Graham Turbyne Alexa Valentine
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Bianca Lopez
Congrats Baby Girl! There is a difference between interest and
commitment...When you are interested in doing something, you
do it only when circumstances permit...
When you are committed to something you accept no excuses,
only results and it brings you here today (College Graduation)!
The Future lies before you like a field of driven snow, be
careful how you tread it, I hope your dreams take you the corners
of your smiles, to the highest of your hopes, to the windows of
your opportunities, and to the most special places your heart has
ever known.
May God continue you to bless you in everything you do.
We are very proud of and will continue to support through
every endeavour.
Mom, Dad, & Brother
217
Chelsea Latimer Troy
You were such an adorable
baby with so much personality.
We are just busting with pride
to see our beautiful smart young
Chelsea now graduate.
You worked hard and you did it!
Look out world because
here she comes.
May all of your dreams come
true!
We love you. Congratulations.
Mom & Dad
Ik







Carlo Eduardo Juarez Fuentes
Nos sentimos muy orgullosos y felices de que hayas concluido
una de tus metas, muchas felicidades. Te admiramos por todo
lo que hasta ahora has logrado, por ser una persona tan exitosa
en todo lo que te propones y con un gran corazon; eres un gran
ejemplo a seguir.
Damos gracias a Dios por permitirnos compartir la vida contigo.
Te deseamos que sigas acumulando exitos en tu vida y que Dios
te conseda continuar con el camino que tu elijas.
Te amamos con toda el alma
Eduardo, Liliana y Natalia
Kristee Sachiko Ogata
Kristee, you've come a long way! Throughout the years, you have
overachieved and never sheild away from any challenges.
Now, you have accomplished a major step in your life as a SCU
graduate. Mom and I could never have imagined how much you
have grown over the years and matured into an accomplished
young woman. The sky's the limit.
Always keep moving forward, no matter how large the obstacles.
We know you will succeed in life and make us proud.
You are our pace-setter in the family and we are so thankful to
have a daughter with so much character and love for life.
Thank you for all the proud moments you have provided us and
we know this is only the beginning. We love you!
Dad, Mom, Sis Ally, Grandma, Granny, Grand Dad & Grandpa
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Madison Young
The future belongs to those who believe
in the beauty of their dreams ~ Eleanor Roosevelt
Congratulations Maddie-Girl
We're so proud of your commitment to achieving your dreams
You Rock!!!
Love, Mom, Carly, Matt, Tosh, Colten, Juliana and Charlotte
Shannon Nicole Thomas
"Congratulations! Today is your day. You're off to great places!
You're off and away!" Dr. Seuss.
Shan, you've reached another great milestone along your path
and soared in your efforts. We are so happy for you and so
very proud not only of your academic achievements but of the
wonderfulyoung woman you have grown into. Words cannot
express how much we love and cherish and admire you and
how much we enjoy your sense of humor and fun.
All our love always,
Mum, Dad, Riley and Bradley
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Alexa Louise Milagros Diaz
Dearest Alexa,
This is an opportunity to affirm our deepest gratitude to our Lord for the gift of
a daughter in your being and to convey once more to you our experience of
profound and inexplicable joy when you first came into this world.
While growing up, we wanted to protect you from life's difficulties; however, you
preffered to embrace them. Along the way, there were tough and trying
moments, but you managed to press forward, developing a sense of
independence and boldness. Also, without you knowing, you prepared yourself
in time to face a bigger challenger, or college life.
Four years ago, you bravely embarked on a journey to Santa Clara University.
Remarkably, you have matured in your perspective and have grown to become
a strong, but endearing young lady Very soon, you will experience another
milestone, a momentous even, and most of all, a fulfillment of a dream-
COLLEGE GRADUATION. And for this reason, we want to express our warmest
congratulations to you. Truly, we are very proud of you!
As you continue on, we pray for more opportunites to come your way and a
successful career life ahead. And when you reach the top, our only advice to





It's a great day to be a Bronco!
We can't believe how quickly you have grown up. We have
admired your strength, determination and faith over the years.
We are proud of the man you have become. You have been a
joy and blessing in our lives. We think you are kind of a big deal
Let your light shine before men, that they may see your good
deeds and praise your Father in heaven. Matthew 5:16
We love you very much,




"The future belongs to those who believe in the beauty of their
dreams."
You have fulfilled all our hopes and dreams, now it is time to
fulfill yours. We are so proud of you.
Congratulations and keep on Dancing!




You have arrived at another beginning!
As you start on this new adventure--know that we are
proud of who you are and how much you have
accomplished.
Son, grandson, nephew, big brother, younger brother,
uncle, friend, athlete, Ultimate teammate, musician,
artist, writer and more.
Love,





we're so proud of
you for so many
reasons.
Your future is waiting,






Fana shiqor! Wow what a
wonderful journey.
You made us so proud.
With your positive attitude,
confidence, intelligence &
determination,
a bright future is ahead of you.
We wish you success and
happiness.
Congratulations on this





Richard O. Kennedy II
Education is our passport to the future,
for tomorrow belongs to the people
who prepare for it today.
Malcolm X
RJ,
Congratulations on reaching this great milestone!
May our Lord continue to direct your steps to the
great purpose He has for you.
We are so very proud of you!
Love forever,




graduation from Santa Clara
University. We are proud of you,
as you should be with yourself.
During your four years at SCU,
you have demonstrated your
many talents and your ability
to achieve. As you move on
to your next adventure, we will
continue to love and support







From the time you were born, you have made your family very
proud of your good nature, intelligence and success. You have
now completed a very significant part of your education with a
great university and are ready to become an important part of
society, your country and the world.
We wish you many exciting adventures ahead.
We love you and God Bless always,
Mom, Dad and Alec
Lucas Pastuszka
We remember your first step
and your first day of school and
you have come so far since
then. You have worked so hard.
Now that you are graduating,
you are at the beginning of a
brand new journey. We could
not be more proud of you.
"To accomplish great things
we must not only act but also
dream, not only plan, but also
believe." -Anatole France
So dream your dreams and
start now to make them all
come true. Congratulations on
all your achievements.
Love always.




Thank you for being a wonderful son to us. You always listened to us, studied hard
in school, entertained and excited us in soccer, track & field, canoe paddling and
cross country, graduated with honors from Mid-Pac, and are now graduating from
Santa Clara University. We are so proud of you.
It has been a pleasure and an honor to be your parents.
Love,
Mom & Dad and Cherie
Ayja Bounous
I've got cabin feevah"!
"I've got it too"!!!
"Off to Zanzibar to meet the
Zanzibarbarians."
"Take a cruise" you said
"See the world" you said
"Now here we are stuck in
front of this stupid house"
How Does She Bloody
Do That!?"
"Well, it could be worse, we could be stuck in graduate school"





Congratulations!!! We are very proud of you. It's hard to
believe that you graduated early. Words cannot describe how
blessed and fortunate we are to have you as our daughter.









WHILE THERE IS MUCH SUPPORT GIVEN TO STUDENTS
AT SCU, SHOWN IN THIS PHOTO OF THE STUDY ABROAD
FAIR, WE ALSO RECEIVE SUPPORT FROM COMPANIES NEAR
CAMPUS. THESE ARE SOME OF THOSE COMPANIES.
227
Digital, Interactive, Now




Calabazas Auto & RV Repair
Congratulations to the class of 2013!
Calabazas Auto & RV Repair serves
the entire Santa Clara University
community for all their auto repair
needs. Come in or call with any car
questions and we will find where the
problem is... We're here to serve you 1
Visit our location at:
2555 Lafayette St, Suite 107
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Phone: (408) 982-0859
2499 El Camino Real, Santa Clara, CA
408-244-9610
www.hotelstratfordca.com
The Hotel Stratford is a newly refurbished property offering 2 floors of 31 rooms.
We now offer dedicated rooms for our Business Center which has two terminals for customer use with all fax/copy/print and
internet services ALL COMPLIMENTARY. Also, a Breakfast Room for daily breakfast.
Our newly decorated rooms feature 37" flat panel televisions, new cherry wood furniture with a 48" writing desk, granite vanities
and ceramic tiled floors.
Whether in town for business, visiting family and friends, or in between homes, come and enjoy our facilties with an array of
amenities for your comfort.
Less than 2 miles from the Santa Clara University and close to many fine restaurant's and shopping.







Now go land your dream job
so we can detail your Fancy cars!
Custom Hand Wash A Interior/Exterior Detailing
Paint Protection A Clay Magic Application




































Ghilotti Construction Company is Proud to Support









A Name You Can Build With
From L. To R.: Sutter Medical Center of Santa Rosa, 49er Stadium, Santa Clara,





WATER AND SEWER LINES
EQUIPMENT RENTAL
SOIL STABILIZATION
SITE AND STRUCTURE CONCRETE
UNDERGROUND
CORPORATE OFFICE '
246 Ghilotti Ave., Santa Rosa (707) .585.1221
MARIN OFFICE
2301 Kerner Blvd., San Rafael (415) 256.1525
AMERICAN CANYON OFFICE
600 South Napa Junction Rd, American Canyon (707) 556.9145
LIVERMORE OFFICE
3090 Independence Dr., Suite 118, Livermore (925) 583.0979
GHILOTTI.COM CSLB #644515
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With knowledge in your hands, and
your credit union forever by your side,
go confidently in the direction of
your dreams.
MCFCU Specialties
All the features ofa big bank but with better rates
andfewerfees
• Highly competitive loan rates




• Real Estate Loans
• Share secured loans
• Low interest rate Visa credit cards
• New & used vehicle loans
• Recreational vehicle loans
• Superior refinance options
• Debt cancellation loans
r I i
Convenient Access
How we make it easyfor you
• 28,000 fee-free ATMs nationwide
via the CO-OP Network
• Secure online banking











THIS YEAR HAS BEEN ONE FOR THE BOOKS. WE'VE OVERCOME CHALLENGES,
CREATED NEW INITIATIVES, AND MADE INCREDIBLE CONNECTIONS. THESE
WOMEN IN "IMAGES" EXEMPLIFY HOW SCU STUDENTS WORK HARD TO ACHIEVE
THEIR GOALS. WE ALL LOOK FORWARD TO MEETING NEW CHALLENGES.
,":<.',
BEING ON THE
REDWOOD STAFF IS NO







A LITTLE CRAZY BUT
THAT'S ALL PART OF
THE REDWOOD CHARM.
WE ASKED OURSELVES,
WHAT IS OUR FAVORITE
PART ABOUT BEING ON
STAFF? THIS IS WHAT
WE CAME UP WITH...
GIOVANNI BRIGGS
DESIGNER
"...BEING ABLE TO WORK
COOPERATIVELY ON A TEAM TO
MAKE SOMETHING THAT LOOKS
ABSOLUTELY AWESOME."
DSHIPSWI
THE STAFF IVEMBERS, AND
©MEETING STUDENTS FROM ALL
THE DIFFEREENT SPORTS AND
;CLUBS HAS BEEN AN AMAZING
EXPERIENCE:. AFTER THIS YEAR 1
FEEL THAT SCU IS MY HOME AWAY





"HONESTLY MY FAVORITE PART IS
THE PEOPLE I'VE BEEN ABLE TO
MEET BEING ON STAFF. WHETHER
IT'S BEEN INTERVIEWS OR OTHER









PEOPLE WHO ARE EMPLOYED
BY THE PLACES I CALL BECAUSE
SOMETIMES THEY SEEM SO
ANNOYED I HAVE ASKED THEM
FOR A MANAGER. I GUESS THEY
WERE IN THE MIDDLE OF SNAP
CHATTING SOMEONE. IT JUST
MAKES ME HAPPY TO KNOW
THAT I AM DOING SOMETHING I
ACTUALLY ENJOY DOING."
EDITORS
"MY FAVORITE PART ABOUT BEING
ON THE REDWOOD STAFF IS THE
PEOPLE AND THE PERSONALITIES
(HA) I GET TO MEET WHILE
MAKING MY PAGES. THANKS FOR
EVERYBODY'S HELP AND SUPPORT
THROUGH OUT THE YEARS!"
RW Jifr
r Its s' i ^ I
"1 HATE BEING STUCK IN THE
OFFICE TO WORK ON STUFF,
' BUT THE COMPANY IS ALWAYS
GREAT. FROM MATT MARTINEZ'S
RANDOM DROP-BYS, TO WALLY
DOING HIS OCHEM HOMEWORK,
RANDOM STAFF MEMBERS
ALWAYS MANAGE TO FIND A WAY
TO KEEP ME ENTERTAINED WHILE
I'M WORKING. THE DORITOS THEIF
COMES A CLOSE SECOND."
"YEARBOOKS ARE LIKE BABIES.
THEY TAKE ABOUT NINE MONTHS
TO MAKE, THEY COST MORE THAN
YOU WOULD EXPECT AND WHEN












REFORMATTING ALL THE PAGES,
AND COMING UP WITH ALL THE
FUN INTERACTIVE FEATURES, TO
CREATE THE DIGITAL APP WITH







Santa Clara University's 109th
/olume of The Redwood





Dages were designed on iMac
and Mac Pro computers using
Vdobe InDesign CS6. Pages
/vere submitted electronically as
DDF's.
Ml photographs were post
processed with Adobe
Dhotoshop CS6 and
Vdobe Camera Raw 7
Ml copy was written by Redwood
staff members. Type is set in
Helvetica Neue, Tondu, and
Helvetica.
Senior Portraits were taken by:
Ultimate Exposures
701 1 Hayvenhurst Ave # C
Van Nuys, CA 91 406
The Redwood is published for all
undergraduate students at Santa
Clara University. This year the
book was sold at $109 (before
2/1/13) and $124.
Our coverage ranges from
September 2012 to March 2013
in order for us to meet our March
deadline and to ensure the books
ship by the end of May.
Special thanks to our advisor,
Gordon Young, and to Kelly
Hendricks-Parsons for managing
our senior congratulatory ads,
mailers, and book sales.
If you would like more information




500 El Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95053
If you met me during your
time on campus, I'm sure one of
the first things you learned about
me was that I was on yearbook
staff. This postition became so
much more than a job to me
throughout the year. I learned
technical skills such as the
correct tense for yearbook copy,
the direction objects need to face
on a spread, and how to use
portrait manager to flow pictures
onto the personalities pages.
Through managing
eighteen staff members, I also
learned invaluable managerial
skills during my time as Editor-
in-Chief. I also learned new
leadership skills and grew as a
leader. The staff this year taught
me at least as much about myself
as I hope I taught them.
As I reflect upon my
three years on staff, I am so
impressed this year at how much
we've improved over just three
years. I hope that if you look at
the yearbook you will see this
improvement as well.
Thank you to all of my
staff members who (sometimes
grudgingly) put in that extra effort
to write amazing stories, even
though no one signed up to be a
journalist. Thank you to our Copy
Editor, Mandy, for teaching us all
how important copy is and how
incredible each story in this book
can be.
Kathryn, you stepped up
to the challenge of Managing
Editor and I couldn't have asked
for anyone better. Malu, your
eye for beautiful photography
and willingness to help your
staff members was incredible!
Samira, this incredible design
was completely your idea and
it came to life beautifully. Ryan,
congratulations on leading the
first Digital team to creating a
digital version of the yearbook-
making Santa Clara University
the first university in the country
to do so! Thank you to the other
CSO leaders for always being
there to support our organization.
Admittedly, the position
of Editor-in-Chief can be very
overwhelming and require certain
sacrafices, as my housemates
can attest to. But the experience
was 100% worth it. We certainly
lived up to and surpassed the
standards we set last year, and
I hope we can do the same next
year.
Last, thank you to my
friends and family. Without your
support I never could have
balanced all that I did this year.
I hope that you all enjoyed









BACK TO OUR ROOTS
THIS YEAR WE EXAMINED OUR ROOTS. WE ASKED HOW WE GOT
TO SANTA CLARA, WHY WE'RE INVOLVED IN THE ORGANIZATIONS
AND ACTIVITIES THAT WE ARE AND WHO HAS INFLUENCED US.
HE ANSWER IS DIFFERENT FOR EVERYONE, BUT WEARE ALL
INFLUENCED BY THE JESUIT FOUNDATION AT SCU.
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